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What a piece of work is a man, how nofele in reason,

how inflnle in Acuities; in fomn and nrxjving how ex-

press and admirable, in action how Ike an angel. In ap-

prehension how Ike a god: the beaiiy of the world, the

paragon of animalsl And yet to me what is this quint-

essence of dust?

William Shakespeare, Hamlet





INTRODUCTION

Man's free will to act within the framework of a world order and

the nature of that order Itself are Issues that have long occupied Western

thought, and In my own Investigations of them I am drawn to the works of

one of the greatest writers In the history of that tradition. With his depth

of perception of the potential, the conflicts, and the motivating forces

within human nature, Shakespeare displays remarkable genius, and in his

ability to depict these qualities through drama, he remains unsurpassed.

As the title of this work suggests, I am not solely concerned with

explicating the conceptual nature of Shakespeare's tragic vision but Intend

to show It embodied in his tragic heroes. Such an approach reveals these

Ideas as manifested In the plays and also translates the abstract notion of

tragedy into terms relevant to human experience in a universal sense.

I do not attempt to fit each play or character discussed here into a

formula for Shakespearean tragedy, for to do so would be to dismiss the

richness and variety In each play and to Ignore the versatility of the

frameworks within which Shakespeare presents his tragic vision of the

world. Even In shared qualities the tragedies remain unique and diverse In

countless ways; for Instance, I comment upon the tragic emotions of pity

and fear In conjunction with each play, but these emotions appear to

different degrees and for varied reasons from tragedy to tragedy. I also

refer frequently to the powerful Imagination exhibited by each hero, but

distinctions should be made between the Intellectual nature of Hamlet's

Imagination and the dramatic and visionary elements apparent In that of

Richard II and Macbeth. As characters, Hamlet and Macbeth differ as day

and night In many respects, and the character of Richard II Is not nearly as





subtle or complex qs those of the later heroes. Certain essential elements

run throughout, though, and from these common strands I have endeavored

to depict, through an In-depth study of three select heroes, Shakespeare's

tragic vision as It pertains to the human condition.

My Interest lies In the way that this tragic view depicts man, a

creature whose nature offers Infinite possibilities for achieving new

heights, destroying himself from within. A fundamental question arises

from the realization of the destructive potential of human nature, and A.C.

Bradley phrases it thus: " 'What a piece of work Is man,' we cry; 'so much

more beautiful and so much more terrible than we knew! Why should he be

so If this beauty and greatness only tortures Itself and throws itself

away?* "^
I propose to examine this conception of human nature as

Shakespeare's tragic heroes enact It, draw some conclusions concerning

the order that holds sway in the world of these tragedies, and relate the

conflict between the hero and the order within which he exists to the

innate presence of evil within man.

In regard to the three plays I have chosen as the means with which

to accomplish such an objective, I Include the history play Richard II

because in the character of the hero can be observed the origins of the

much more fully developed heroes of the mature tragedies. Approaching a

character such as Hamlet or Macbeth is never easy, but armed with a

definite notion as to what Shakespeare does with the hero in Richard II.

one finds the task somewhat less insurmountable. Many of the traits

evident in Richard II as a tragic hero characterize the tragic figures in the

later plays. There is, for example, something of Richard's incapacity for





effective action and his resignation to what he perceives as his fate in

Hamlet, and perhaps there Is a connection between the transfixing effect

his words and mind's images have upon him and Macbeth's fascination with

his own Imagination's visions. The historical elements of Macbeth also

connect It with Richard II and. In a different way, with Richard III, the

other history play which I consider In my discourse on tragic character I

mention these common characteristics here In order to Illustrate

something of the connection between the heroes which I will treat in much

greater detail from chapter to chapter.

Hamlet and Macbeth, quite obviously, require no justification for

an appearance In a study dealing with Shakespearean tragedy. I wish to

stress here, though, that In my detailed study of them I do not wish the

conclusions I draw from the study to be separated from application to

other of Shakespeare's tragedies and tragic heroes. Time does not allow

for the treatment of each major tragedy with the attention each deserves,

and Insofar as the main Implications of tragedy are concerned, the

conclusions reached here could doubtless provide a basis for assessment

of other Shakespearean tragedies. Therefore this study addresses tlMlfii

and Macbeth in particular as Shakespeare's means of Imparting his tragic

vision of the nature of the world and the dilemma of man within it.





Richard il: A Tragedy within a History Play

Viewed within the context of Shakespeare's second tetralogy,

Richard II functions as a history play; considered on Its own, though, and

particularly in regard to the plight of the hero himself, it is essentially a

tragedy. Unlike any other of the history plays, all of the dramatic

components compose a design that is deliberately tragic. The language,

structure, and direction of action all figure in the production of tragic

effect, the fundamental source of which lies in the nature of Richard

himself. As a character, Richard represents a major development in

Shakespeare's treatment of tragic heroes. He is the first example of the

intense probing of the inner man end the depiction of him as ultimate

prescriber of his own destiny that characterizes Shakespeare's approach

to the heroes of his later, and greater, tragedies. Such an interest in

exposure of the Inner man as the center of tragic action in the play and as

the embodiment of tragic vision In general Is not evident in the earlier

Richard III, which for this reason as well as others to be discussed later,

does not constitute a tragedy in the most complete sense of the term.

Tragic action in a history play often finalizes Itself In Its effect upon the

realm and society as a whole, but that in Richard II finds both source and

end within the hero.

If the tragedy of Richard originates within himself, then, what

aspects of his character determine it? The answer to this question

relates primarily to his view of himself as a king and to certain Internal

tendencies that Inhibit any potential for effective action. Basically,





Rlchord's conception of his position os king and the nature of the power

occompanying such a role fosters within him a self-delusion that propels

him towards a tragic end. When he perceives his folly and the probable

direction of his fortunes, he makes no active effort to alter the situation.

Instead, the state of delusion adds to Itself one of self-dramatization as

Richard enacts and, as fascinated as the audience, observes the spectacle

of his downfall. Such is the sketch of Richard's tragedy, and a more

thorough development of its details will complete the picture.

Traditionally, a king carries out God's will on earth, imposing upon

society an order and harmony reflective of that applied by God to the

whole of the universe. As the supreme authority in his society, the king

shares certain functions in common with God. As a man, though, he is as

subject as anyone to divine retribution for his sins. If he falters in his

responsibility to God and to his people, he should not rely on his position

as king to save him from a human fate; the power that appoints him is

divine, but he himself is not.

One early Instance in which Shakespeare points out the limitations

of a king's power occurs when Gaunt laments that he will die before his

son returns from banishment. Richard replies: "Why, uncle, thou host many

years to live."^ Gaunt responds thus:

But not a minute, king, that thou canst give.

Shorten my days thou canst with sullen sorrow

And pluck ntghts from me, but lend not a morrow.

Thou canst help time to furrow me with age,

But stop no wrinkle in his pilgrimage.

Thy word is current with him for my death.

But dead, thy kingdom cannot buy my breath

(l.ili.226-32).





A king's power over q subject, then, extends as far as the confines of the

subject's mortQl existence, but control of time Itself belongs to God. The

Idea of time and succession reverberates throughout this play, beginning In

the very first line with Richard's enquiry of "Old John of Gaunt,

time-honored Lancaster" (1.1.1). Richard, though, misconstrues the nature

of his power in that he oversteps its boundaries by denying Bolingbroke his

rightful inheritance. The Duke of York reminds him that he owes his own

position to the power upon which he infringes:

Take Hereford's rights away, and take from Time

His charters and his customary rights;

Let not to-morrow then ensue to-day;

Be not thyself—for how art thou a king

But by fair sequence end succession? (ILL 195-99)

Richard also violates his power on a more practical level, a social and

political one, and to his abstract warning about the rights of Time, York

adds one more pertinent to the immediate situation:

If you do wrongfully seize Hereford's rights . ,

.

You pluck a thousand dangers on your head,

You lose a thousand well-disposed hearts,

And prick my tender patience to those thoughts

Which honor and allegiance cannot think (ll.i.202-08).

Thus York foresees the consequences of Richard's mistakes in the way they

will Induce rebellion. Richard's retort speaks for itself: "Think what you

will, we seize Into our hands / His plate, his goods, his money and his

lands" (11.1.209-10). He abuses his power and neglects his duties as king,

and yet he obviously considers such behavior his prerogative. The audience

also learns that Richard ordered the murder of his uncle, the Duke of

Gloucester, and that he has obtained funds for his wars through illegal

means other than the robbing of Bolingbroke, Such deliberate disregard for
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social, political, and moral codes of conduct strains the relationship

between the hero and the audience, which associates this kind of behavior

with the tyranny of a villain like Richard III. Moreover, such action incurs

within many of his subjects a sense of Injustice that prompts rebellion at

the opportune moment of Bollngbroke's return. Thus Richard's misuse of

his authority as king initiates the chain of events leading to his downfall.

As stated previously, though, the tragic process begun by Richard

does not culminate in the rebellion but in his own eventual self-

destruction. While York predicts the immediate results of Richard's

misdeeds as king. Gaunt possesses a keen enough insight to foretell what

Richard will inevitably do to himself:

A thousand flatterers sit within thy crown.

Whose compass is no bigger than thy head;

And yet, Incaged in so small a verge,

The waste is no whit lesser than thy land.

0, had thy grendsire, with a prophet's eye,

Seen how his son's son should destroy his sons.

From forth thy reach he would have laid thy shame.

Deposing thee before thou wert possessed.

Which art possessed now to depose thyself (I l.i. 100-08).

Gaunt knows Richard's susceptibility to flattery, his tendency to

overestimate his power, and the connection between England's internal

deterioration and that of Us sovereign. Richard's refusal to heed his

uncle's ominous warnings serves to further Illustrate the degree to which

he participates in the making of his tragedy.

Thus far, then, two significant factors divert blame for the

tragedy from God or fate. First, there is Richard's distorted view of

himself as king, which Wlllard Famham explains in terms of perspectives:

"When we see It through the eyes of Shakespeare, the spectacle Is one In

which Richard's character much outweighs Fortune as the cause of his





tragedy, but when we see It through the eyes of Richard, the spectacle Is

almost purely that of the . . . tragedy of Fortune."' Although Richard refers

often enough to the divine aspects of kingship, his words are meaningless

when applied to the reality of his situation. In setting up such an Ironic

distinction, Shakespeare Implies Richard's responsibility for the tragedy,

and not only he but also the entire audience and many characters In the

play see the truth of the situation. The second factor springs from the

first one; the fact that Shakespeare allows Gaunt and York to predict

Richard's fate also lessens the likelihood of an external force Influencing

It to a significant degree. Like Richard, they are but mortal men, and no

power save that of accurate judgement bom of clear vision provokes

Gaunt's deathbed speech:

Methlnks I am a prophet new Inspired

And thus, expiring, do foretell of him:

His rash fierce blaze of hot cannot last.

For violent fires soon bum out themselves;

Small show'rs last long, but sudden storms are short;

He tires betimes that spurs too fast betimes;

With eager feeding food doth choke the feeder;

Light vanity. Insatiate cormorant.

Consuming means, soon preys upon Itself (11.1.31-39).

This prediction as well as the wamlngs discussed earlier indeed prove

true as the play progresses, but they are not providential decrees. They

are merely the discernments of two men who know Richard well enough to

Identify his probable actions and their outcomes.

From these points may arise the assumption that the tragedy can

be ascribed entfreJy to Richard; however, the Issue Is not completely

clear-cut. There exists evidence to suggest providential awareness of





Richard's situation, but the extent, if any, of active providential

Involvement in the tragedy remains difficult to define. For instance, the

signs of upheaval In nature observed just prior to Richard's return from

Ireland show a providential awareness of Impending events. "These signs

forerun the death or fall of kings" (ll.1v. 15), functioning merely as a

backdrop to heighten tension and Increase a sense of foreboding. They

Influence the tragic action In that Richard's army interprets them as an

Indication of his death and thus proceeds to desert. Even though external

powers do not actively direct the course of events, then, this instance

shows that Richard does not wield fuJJ control over every factor in his

tragedy.

Another example carries with It similar Implications. At the

beginning of the play, Gaunt leaves up to God the Judgement of Richard's

role In the murder of Gloucester:

God's Is the quarrel; for God's substitute,

His deputy anointed in his sight.

Hath caused his death; the which If wrongfully,

Let heaven revenge (1.11.37-40).

At the right moment, Gaunt believes, God "will rain hot vengeance on

offenders" heads" (1.11.8). Could It be argued that Richard's downfall is

God's punishment for this and other crimes? The God of Richard II is

essentially a latent one; it Is quite possible that he wishes to punish

Richard, but no evidence in the play confirms or even suggests direci

manipulation of the tragic action by a providential hand. Of course,

Richard's kingship implies God's appointment of him to that position and

thus points to a certain degree of providential Involvement In his fate.

However, God's creation of an Individual does not mean that he determines
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the Individual's destiny or actively participates In the means through

which It Is fulfilled. Although he does not consciously set out to do so,

Richard brings his sufferings upon himself. God makes him a king, but by

himself he proclaims "With mine own tongue [1] deny my sacred state"

(IV.1.209) and with this endeavor to undo God's words with his own, and In

essence be his own usurper, once again oversteps the limits of his allotted

power. Although by this point he has realized some of his offenses, he

does not seem to attribute them to his misperception of his kingship, and

thus he continues to commit this fundamental error. Despite references

throughout the play to the presence of God, his omnipotence is passive, and

the evidence of essential responsibility for the tragic action weighs

heavily upon Richard.

Richard's mistakes as king result in disorder throught the realm,

but this upheaval is not the final product of his actions. The effects of his

actions cause rebellion among his subjects and thus offer Bolingbroke the

opportunity to ascend in power. However, the course of events turns a full

circle in the play; Richard the king unleashes it, but Richard the man feels

its effects and makes it his own tragedy. Such Is one great difference

between Richard II and the other history plays, none of which so fully

develop the inner character of the hero and show it destroying itself.

Certainly, Richard makes some grave mistakes as king, but Bolingbroke's

record is by no means pristine. As Henry iV, he admits to Prince Hal: "God

knows, my son, / By what bypaths and indirect crooked ways / I met this

crown" ( 2 Henry IV. IV.v. 183-85), but Bolingbroke's character is such that

his thoughts and words are not a preoccupation, ore not an end in

themselves, but are a means to effective action. He announces in the first
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scene: "For what I speck / My body shall moke good upon this earth"

(1.1.36-37). Richard, on the other hand, concerns himself not with real

action but with words alone, which he uses chiefly to dramatize his vision

of himself. He displays such tendencies from the outset of the play, but

only when he realizes that circumstances are favoring Bollngbroke does

the tragic possibility of his character become reality. Instead of making

an attempt to rectify the situation, he embarks on a course of

self-dramatization, enacting step by step the tragedy conceived within his

own imagination. His elaborate and poetic speeches and the scenes he

arranges for himself show that his interest in contrived performance far

exceeds his concern for reality, for establishing objectives and

accomplishing them. Action inspired by such a mind only manifests the

mind's consciousness of itself and serves to illustrate the incompatibility

of a "weak. Indeterminate, word-drunk king"^ with the realistic demands

of his station. A close examination of Richard's progression through the

play reveals one man's production of a tragedy of which he is both creator

and subject.

Even in the opening scene, Richard displays his inclination for

setting up scenes and his desire to control the oction. He presents himself

as an impartial judge of the quarrel between Bollngbroke and Mowbray.

"Face to face, / And frowning brow to brow, ourselves will hear / The

accuser and the accused freely speak" (1.1.1 5- 17), he declares, adeptly

playing his role as king. He listens to the exchanged charges and then

urges them to "purge this choler without letting blood" (1.1.153). Such an

attitude suggests that, while Richard enjoys directing the course of action

in his own contrived scenes, he avoids confrontation with reality for fear

of events outside of his control. When the next scene exposes to the

audience Richard's part In the murder of Gloucester, one understands his
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concern for control of a dispute raising the issue of a possible murderer.

In Coventry, wliere Bollngbroke and Mowbray purpose to settle

their quarrel, the histrionic nature of Richard's consciousness exhibits

itself in a most flamboyant fashion. He enters with a flourish and

proceeds to conduct the ceremonious introduction of the challengers and

their grievances. The elaborate language and deliberate gestures of more

than one hundred lines are for Richard an indulgence In the

self-glorification of kingship. Since he halts the fight Itself even before

It begins, he obviously never Intended to allow its occurrence. The only

explanation, then, for the lengthy formalities Is that they are calculated

to show Richard In the most flattering light. The issue of the controversy

sinks in a sea of verbiage; one opponent's advocation of his cause and

profession of loyalty to Richard could easily by exchanged for the other's.

In Richard's design, Bollngbroke and Mowbray, forced thus into the roles of

equal opposites, neutralize each other's effect and leave him to shine forth

alone. Attention centers on the king as he descends to greet Bollngbroke,

doubtless thinking more of the dramatic appeal of the gesture than of any

meaning behind it.

If such a gesture serves as an outward indication of Richard's

thoughts, his first real speech of the scene affords the audience a glimpse

of the poetic power of his Imagination:

... we think the eagle-winged pride

Of sky-aspiring and ambitious thoughts

With rival-hating envy set upon you

To wake our peace, which in our country's cradle

Draws the sweet Infant breath of gentle sleep;

Which so roused up with boisfrous untuned drums.

With harsh-resounding trumpets' dreadful bray

And grating shock of wrathful Iron arms,

Might from our quiet confines fright fair peace

And make us wade even In our kinred's blood:

Therefore we banish you our territories (1.111.129-39).
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Richard possesses extroordinory ability to manipulate language to his own

purposes; here he justifies the banishnr^ent of both contestants with a

vivid description of the threat they pose to the peace of England. In doing

so, he again diverts attention fronfi the quarrel and from the issue of

Gloucester's murder, and he reasserts his authority as king. When he

reduces the term of Bolingbroke's banishment from ten years to six,

Bolingbroke comments on the power of a king's words: "How long a time

lies In one litle word! / Four lagging winters and four wanton springs / End

in a word, such is the breath of kings" (1.111.213-15). It is Important to

remember, though, that the power of Richard's words Is his power as king.

Later In the play, when he stands in isolation from everything that lent

substance to his strength, his continued preoccupation with his words will

prove Instrumental In the production of the final tragic effect.

The next two scenes Involving Richard, though, depict him out of

public view for the first time, and his actions confirm the superficiality

and selfishness suggested in the previous scenes. His chief concern is the

gathering of funds for his campaign in Ireland, and when news arrives of

the Illness of "Old John of Gaunt, time-honored Lancaster," Richard's

thoughts run thus;

Now put it, God, in the physician's mind

To help him to his grave Immediately!

The lining of his coffers shall make coats

To deck our soldiers for these Irish wars (l.1v.59-62).

As noted previously, the dying Gaunt warns the king of the fate he Is likely

to bring upon himself, an effort callously dismissed by Richard, who little

suspects that he will soon echo Gaunt's words under weightier

circumstances. At present, though, as deaf to York's warning as to Gaunt's
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and confident os ever of his power, he seizes Bollngbroke's rights and

property. Sonne of his subjects, acutely aware of the injustice of this act,

find an opportunity to criticize it and sonne of Richard's other policies. At

first, Northumberland argues that "The king is not himself, but basely led /

By flatterers" (ll.i.241-42), but his words are one with his thoughts as he

at last exclaims "Most degenerate king!" (262) Thus Richard's many abuses

of his authority finally provoke his hitherto loyal subjects Into defiance of

their obligation to him.

By the time that Richard returns from Ireland, the events arising

from his mistakes have passed beyond his control. Bolingbroke presents a

threat to his power, and unknown to the king as he steps ashore in Wales,

his army has fled, his favorites have been executed, and York has, albeit

reluctantly, thrown his support to Bolingbroke. This scene (lll.ii) marks a

crucial turning point for Richard; during Its course, his vision of himself

shifts from that of a sovereign above the Influence of earthly events to

that of a vulnerable man subject to the needs and demands of life. As the

realities of his situation weigh heavier upon him, he withdraws further

and further from them and lapses Into a mood of self-pity. He does not,

however, reach a state of self-realization, for his view of himself,

however changed, is as much as ever the casting of a dramatic role.

In his first speech, Richard expresses his conviction that the

rebellion poses no ultimate danger to his throne. Aumerle reminds him:

"we are too remiss, / Whilst Bolingbroke, through our security, / Grows

strong and great in substance and in power" (111.11.33-35). Richard, though,

places all confidence in his kingship, certain that
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when this thief, this traitor Bollngbroke, .

Shell see us rising in our throne, the eost,

His treasons will sit blushing in his face,

Not able to endure the sight of day.

But self-affrighted trennble at his sin (111.11.47-53).

At this moment, Salisbury arrives with the news that Richard's entire

army has fled. His lament "0, call back yesterday, bid time return, / And

thou Shalt have twelve thousand fighting menl" (69-70) serves as yet

another reminder of the limitations of Richard's power. Richard despairs

at these tidings until Aumerle says'Remember who you are" (82). As if on

cue, he responds:

I had forgot myself. Am I not king?

Awake, thou coward majesty! thou sleepest.

Is not the king's name twenty thousand names?

Arm, arm, my name! A puny subject strikes

At thy great glory. Look not to the ground,

Ye favorites of a king. Are we not high?

High be our thoughts. I know my uncle York

Hath power enough to serve our turn (83-90).

His words really begin to ring hollow at this point. In his previous speech

he uses the familiar metaphor of the king as the sun, who with his very

appearance makes sins and crimes "stand bare and naked, trembling at

themselves" (46). However, he Is clearly shaken by the dispersion of his

army, the real substance of his power, and he concludes this new

expression of confidence In his name with one in the certainty of York's

assistance. He thus contradicts both speeches by showing his dependence

on means of strength other than his presence and his name.

In reality, his words possess no more substance than does his

kingship. Even though the present situation is bom of his own actions,
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Richard begins to display o sense of resignation to the course they will

take. Upon learning of the execution of Bushy and Green, he contemplates

death:

Let's talk of graves, of worms, and epitaphs.

Make dust our paper, and with rainy eyes

Write sorrow on the bosom of the earth.

Let's choose executors and talk of wills.

And yet not so—for what can we bequeath.

Save our deposed bodies to the ground? (144-50)

It is Important to note, as does George Lyman Kittredge, that "Richard

already sees himself as a deposed king. It Is significant that the play's

first mention of deposition should come from hlm."^ Remarkably, he

seems less concerned with the actual dangers of his situation than hi Is

engrossed in its dramatic appeal. No longer able to maintain his view of

himself as king, he just as poetically envisions his new role as victim:

For God's sake, let us sit upon the ground

And tell sad stories of the death of kingsl

How some have been deposed, some slain In war,

Some haunted by the ghosts they have deposed,

Some poisoned by their wives, some sleeping killed—

All murdered; for within the hollow crown

That rounds the mortal temples of a king

Keeps Death his court; and there the antic sits.

Scoffing his state and grinning at his pomp;

Allowing him a breath, a little scene.

To monarchize, be feared, and kill with looks;

Infusing him with self and vain conceit,

As if this flesh which walls about our life

Were brass impregnable; and humored thus.

Comes at the last, and with a little pin

Bores through his castle wall, and farewell king!

Cover your heads, and mock not flesh and blood

With solemn reverence. Throw away respect.
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Tradition, form, find ceremonious duty;

For you hove but mistook me all this while.

I live with bread like you, feel want, taste grief.

Need friends. Subjected thus.

How can you say to me I am a king? (155-77)

When Carlisle reminds him that "wise men ne'er sit and wall their

woes, / Bur presently prevent the ways to wall" (178-79), and when

Aumerle refers to York's potential power, Richard rebounds Immediately:

This ague fit of fear Is overblown. / An easy task it Is to win our own"

(190-91). The final blow comes with the news of York's defection to

Bollngbroke, and with this disclosure he reassumes his former role:

Beshrew thee, cousin, which didst lead me forth

Of that sweet way 1 was in to despair! ...

By heaven, I'll hate him everlastingly

That bids me be of comfort any more (204-08).

As Richard reacts to each change of circumstance within this scene, his

former reliance on words as the basis of his kingly power becomes a

dependence on them merely for their dramatic effect. Although his long

speech reveals his awareness of himself as a mortal man and of the fact

that the outward trappings of royalty only mask a harsh reality, he refuses

to face that reality and continues to indulge in a ceremony of sorts.

For the remainder of the play, he constructs a ceremony, of word

and action, of his own deposition. As was noted earlier, Richard Is both a

creator and a subject of tragedy. This observation is true In a double

sense; first, there is the tragedy depicted by Shakespeare, which Richard

creates because his own actions provoke it, and of which, obviously, he is

the subject. Within the larger play, though, he also constructs far himself

a show dimii himself. As the audience watches his deposition, he
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wQtches himself act the part he devises. Because he relinquishes his

authority as king, though, Richard's endeavors to control the action in his

contrived scenes show him as pathetic rather than powerful. As the

actions of his play mirror the movement of his thoughts, the tragedy of the

larger play completes its course.

When Richard first shows himself on the walls of Flint Castle, he

still appears very much the king, but with his words he Initiates the

process of reversal. In consenting to Bolingbroke's request for his

inheritance, he undoes his previous decree and again discredits the kingly

power so adamantly emphasized In the previous scene's speeches. His

despairing attitude and step-by-step vision of his deposition and death

indeed refute all his previous efforts to expound the divine nature of his

kingship:

What must the king do now? Must he submit?

The king shall do it. Must he be deposed?

The king shall be contented. Must he lose

The name of king? A God's name, let it go! (Ill.lii. 143-46)

An audience viewing this play tends to become absorbed In Richard's

situation, but consideration of another perspective In this scene provides

a good sense of just how distorted Richard's viewpoint has become.

Bolingbroke undoubtedly perceives his potential advantage, but Richard Is,

after all, still the true king. If he storms Flint Castle with his army and

murders Richard on the spot, then he is not only guilty of treason but also

bound for certain damnation. Such an act of violence would hardly Incur

widespread loyalty among the subjects, either, for despite Richard's many

faults, he Is not a tyrant. Bolingbroke must tread carefully if he wishes

circumstances to favor him; his Inquiry as to whether Richard will come
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down from the wall and speak with him Is therefore neither a demand nor a

threat. Richard, though, enwrapped In the Idea of deposition, compels

himself not only to descend from the wall but also to make a dramatic

public display of It:

Down, down I come, like gllst'ring Phaeton,

Wanting the manage of unruly jades.

Into the base court? Base court, where kings grow base,

To come at traitors' calls and do them grace!

Into the base court come down? Down court! down king!

For night owls shriek when mounting larks should sing

(111.111.178-83).

Northrop Frye provides an accurate assessment of Richard In his remark

that "Bollngbroke can steal his crown but not his show."

Indeed, as with the scene at Coventry In Act One, Richard's

preoccupation with language and gesture making the focal point of the

scene obscures, for him at least, the real Issues at hand. During the scene

of his deposition (IV.1), there occurs an an Instance exemplary of the

different purposes for which Richard and Bollngbroke employ speech:

RICHARD

Give me the crown. Here, cousin, seize the crown.

Here, cousin.

On this side my hand, and on that side yours.

Now is this golden crown like a deep well

That owes two buckets, filling one another.

The emptier ever dancing In the air.

The other down, unseen, and full of water.

That bucket down and full of tears am I,

Drinking my griefs whilst you mount up on high.

50LINGBR0KE

I thought you had been willing to resign.

RICHARD

My crown I am, but still my griefs are mine.
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You may my glories and my state depose,

But not my griefs. Still am I king of those.

BOLINGBROKE

Part of your cares you give me with your crown.

RICHARD

Your cares set up do not pluck my cares down.

My care is loss of care, by old care done;

Your care is gain of care, by new care won.

The cares I give I have, though given away;

They tend the crown, yet still with me they stay.

BOLINGBROKE

Are you contented to resign the crown? (IV.i.181-200)

Richard intends his elaborate visualization and play on words to impress

the spectacle of his downfall on himself and on others. Bolingbroke's

abrupt responses show that he will not play Richard's game; he allows him

a scene but, ever the realist and now assured of ascendency, he does not

participate in it.

Bolingbroke now controls all the action In the play, but Richard

continues to act the part he casts for himself;

Now mark me how I will undo myself.

I give this heavy weight from off my head

And this unwieldy sceptre from my hand,

The pride of kingly sway from out my heart.

With mine own tears I wash away my balm.

With mine own hands I give away my crown,

With mine own tongue deny my sacred state.

With mine own breath release all duty's rites

(IV.1.203-10).

Thus Gaunt's prediction of self-deposition materializes as Richard

accomplishes with his own words exactly what he declared no earthly

force can do:
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Not oil the water In the rough rude sea

Con WQSh the balm off from an anointed king.

The breath of worldly men cannot depose

The deputy elected by the Lord (111.11.54-57).

Although his view of himself changes dramatically during the course of

the play, he maintains until his very last scene a world view incongruous

with reality. At the height of his power, he violates those powers of time

and succession rightfully under God's control and also those accorded him

by social and legal tradition, and thus he sets off a chain of events proving

conducive to his self-deposition. In thinking that he can actually "undo"

the word of God with his own, he continues to encroach upon divine

prerogative. The world for Richard seems to be a stage upon which he will

have "a breath, a little scene" regardless of whether he will "monarchize,

be feared, and kill with looks" or relate "the lamentable tale of me"

(V.i.44).

Although Richard's Introspective look at himself while imprisoned

in Pomfret Castle borders on self-realization, it cannot be said that he

completely arrives at such a state. He Indeed sees that some of his own

misdeeds contributed to his present situation;

. . . here have I the daintiness of ear

To check time broke in a disordered string;

But, for the concord of my state and time.

Had not an ear to hear my true time broke.

I wasted time, and now doth time waste me (V.v.45-49).

What he does not see Is that his view of his inner self assured the

inevitability of self-wrought tragedy, whereas his original errors of

action only produced circumstances of tragic potential, Richard's

reactions to the circumstances presented on the coast of Wales and at
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Flint Costle ore in reolity not the only ones possible, but his own reality

offers no oltemotives.

It is difficult to speculate what one such as Bolingbrolce would

have done in Richard's place, but in view of his return in quest of his

rightful inheritance, he obviously refuses to accept circumstances as

immutable. Bolingbroke, by nature a man of action, influences events In

his favor whenever possible. Richard, on the other hand, sees himself as a

victim of the circumstances he creates, unchangeable circumstances from

which he concludes: "Our lands, our lives, and all are Bolingbroke's, / And

nothing can we call our own but death" (lll.ii.151 -52). His penchant for

arranging scenes for himself according to each change in circumstances

and the fact that so many of his words refute those previously spoken

stems from his conception of in Frye's words, "the one-directional quality

of life, where everything happens once and for all."^ From Act Three

onwards, Richard fixes his thoughts on death, in his view the only

permanent condition in the course of one's existence:

Sometimes am I king:

Then treasons make me wish myself a beggar,

And so I am. Then crushing penury

Persuades me I was better when a king;

Then am I kinged again; and by and by

Think that I am unkinged by Bolingbroke,

And straight am nothing. But whate'er I be.

Nor I, nor any man that but man Is,

With nothing shall be pleased till he be eased

With being nothing (V.v.32-41).

Such a vision of being, a vision in which "death is . . . the essential event

that gives shape and form to life,"^ marks him as a tragic hero.

This view also separates Richard from other protagonists of the
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history ploys, Including Richard III, hero of the only other history colled o

tragedy. Richard III contains tragic characteristics In that It depicts the

rise to and fall from power, and death, of a person of high rank. In the

manner of a tragedy such as Macbeth. It presents vast amounts of violence

and bloodshed resulting from the hero's actions, although of course blood

alone does not signify a tragedy. Tragic elements In this play, though,

prove secondary to historical themes; it is not one character's play as

much as it is England's.

"Shakespeare's sense of tragedy is deeply rooted in history,
"

observes Frye. "The difference is chiefly that tragedy rounds off its

action and history suggests a continuous story."^ Richard II contains such

Instances, namely Carlisle's vivid portent of civil strife, the appearance of

Hotspur, and the mention of Prince Hal, that indicate continuity; however,

as has been observed at length, the play belongs to Richard, and the

tragedy is essentially that of his character. As the first play In its

tetralogy, Richard II Is not necessarily closely linked to what follows, but

Richard III is definitely a continuation and conclusion of events in the

three preceding Henry VI plays. Even considered on its own, it is more a

history than a tragedy because the situation at the end represents not

mediocrity replacing greatness, as in the major tragedies, but is rather

like a happy awakening superseding a nightmare. A new dawn of hope for

England arrives in the person of Richmond, soon to be Henry VII, and the

sense of a providential hand ordering the outcome resembles that In

another history play, Henry V. far more than it does any other tragedy,

Shakespeare's portrayal of Richard III, in stark contrast to that of

Richard II, allows for little Insight into the hero's psyche. The sheer
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intensity of his evil accounts largely for the relative flatness of his

character; fronn the time he reveals his intentions in 3 Hennj VI. he never

veers from his purpose:

I'll make it my heaven to dream upon the crown

And, whiles I live, t'account this world but hell

Until my misshaped trunk that bears this head

Be round impaled with a glorious crown.

And yet I know not how to get the crown.

For many lives stand between me and my home;

And I— . .

.

Torment myself to catch the English crown;

And from that torment I will free myself

Or hew my way out with a bloody axe.

Why, I can smile, and murder whiles I smile,

And cry 'Content!' to that which grieves my heart,

And wet my cheeks with artificial tears,

And frame my face to all occasions

(3 Henry VI . 111.11. 166-85).

Richard III as a character dominates his play and provokes reactions of

astonishment, indignation, and horror from the audience; unlike a genuine

tragic hero, he does not experience suffering evocative of pity but instead

Inflicts suffering upon others.

Far from being an essentially moral character like Richard II and

other tragic heroes, Richard III, "hell's black Intelligencer" (IV.1v.71),

repeatedly shocks the audience with his cold-blooded thoughts and actions.

If Richard II misconstrues the nature of his world, Richard III understands

it too well; he recognizes Its weaknesses and capitalizes on them. He does

so, as he describes In the speech quoted from 3 Henry VI. by putting on a

false face, by acting a role. A different sort of playmaker than is Richard

II, he acts with the intention of deceiving those who trust him. Such an
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ability to mislead others for the most dose and calculated purposes and

not experience the slightest twinge of conscience calls to mind lego

rather than Macbeth, who is most often compared to Richard III. It

certainly invites no likening to Richard II, who for all his unsultabllllty

for kingship, misuses his power for selfish and not tyrannical motives.

Since the final effect of tragedy is its Impression on the audience,

the audience's reaction proves to be an Important factor in identifying a

hero as tragic. The tragic action of Richard III affects the entire kingdom,

but Richard as hero does not internalize the tragedy as does Richard II. His

remark following his dream in Act Five that "There is no creature loves

me; / And If I die, no soul will pity me" (V.ii1.200-01) comes merely as an

observation. It incurs no compassion in the audience, and if Shakespeare is

making an attempt here to do so, the endeavor falls; Richard's barbarism

and almost unbelievable cruelty for the first four and a half acts so

Ingrains Itself into the sensibility of the audience that there Is no saving

him at this point. On the contrary, Richard II, considering himself a victim

of circumstances, thinks in the end that "love to Richard / Is a strange

brooch in this all-hating world" (V.v.65-66). Alone In prison, he Indeed

pities himself and draws the audience into sympathy as well. A tragic

hero such as Richard II develops a unique relationship with the audience;

because of his isolation, his self-consciousness Intensifies to the point

that he sees himself from without, as does the audience, as well as from

within. He thus establishes a common ground with the audience upon

which Its sympathies for him are based. Because Richard's tragedy Is

more of his own nneklng than he perceives and because events of his own

Instigation conclude In his downfall and death, the play evokes fear within
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the audience, a fear based upon the reality that the audience shares more

In common with the hero than It would care to admit. This kind of reaction

to a hero greatly resembles that experienced with Shakespeare's other

tragic figures. Richard II, then, as Shakespeare's first hero offering real

Insight into the complexities of tragic character, can be seen In several

ways as a precursor to the more subtle and more fully developed group of

tragic heroes that Includes Hamlet and Macbeth.





Hamlet: The Revenger as Tragic Hero

By presenting a character who embodies more clearly than any

other the paradoxes that exist In the human condition and assigning to him

the role of blood-revenger for a murder, Shakespeare achieves through

Hamlet a tragic effect that reflects not only upon the hero but also upon

human nature In a universal sense. In the Elizabethan view, there exist

only subtle distinctions between a revenger and a villain who perpetrates

the original crime, and thus a hero who misconstrues the Issue of his

revenge easily becomes as evil as those meriting his vengeance. The

biblical decree "Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord"^ delegates

human revenge to the will of heaven, and so anyone encroaching upon this

divine privilege technically violates the law of God. However, the same

ethos that ostensibly forbids revenge also condones it under certain

conditions, for as Fredson Bowers notes, the Elizabethans had "a very

strong undercurrent favoring private justice for murder" and thus reached

a "compromise between a formal set of religious and moral ethics and an

Informal set of native convictions.'^ "Private" revenge here connotes not

a secret and furtive act but the justice of an individual as opposed to that

of some public institution, and the Elizabethan view tolerates it as long as

it is carried out In an open, public fashion. On the stage, then, a hero who

resorts to surreptitious methods of revenge debases himself and his

hitherto noble and justified purpose, and his downfall, while tragic in

form, does not carry with it all the implications of a genuine tragedy. The

situation in which Shakespeare places Hamlet, because it Intensifies
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awareness of the extremities of human nature within a character already

so acutely conscious of the heights and depths embraced by humanity, Is

tremendously conducive to tragedy. Hamlet possesses many character

traits that typify Shakespeare's other tragic heroes, such as his

consciousness of isolation from those around him and a penchant for

thought as opposed to direct action, but he differs from heroes such as

Richard II and Macbeth In that the original events Introducing tragic

possibilities occur without his knowledge or Influence. Hamlet thus Incurs

the sympathies of the audience from the beginning. Once confronted with

the question of revenge, though, the manner In which he approaches the

issue and eventually comes to formulate It is his own doing, and the ways

he views revenge and the consequences of his actions account very much

for his effectiveness as a tragic hero.

It is useful to compare Hamlet as revenger with the heroes of two

roughly contemporary works. The Spanish Tragedy and The Revenger's

Tragedy , in order to appreciate the effect achieved by Shakespeare In his

revenge play. The heroes of all three works to one degree or another come

to perceive their revenge in a way unacceptable to the sensibility of the

audience, but Hamlet alone dies a hero and not a villain. He displays the

potential for evil Inherent In humanity at such a point that his actions set

off a course of events leading to his downfall, but his desire to work

revenge by secret means changes to a conception of revenge at the hands

of providence, a resignation to the course of events, and an acceptance of

whatever fate he feels prescribed for him. If Hamlet's character lies at

the heart of his tragedy. It also constitutes a major component of that
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tragedy's impression on an audience that regrets the loss of so noble a

being and contemplates his relevance to its own condition.

Although Hamlet does not speak with the ghost until the end of Act

One, what Shakespeare reveals about his character at his first appearance

(I. ii.) proves valuable in later investigation of Hamlet in relation to

revenge. Dwelling on the sorrow of his father's sudden death and the shock

of his mother's equally untimely marriage, he stands already in Isolation

from those around him, the same sort of isolation that does not

characterize other of Shakespeare's tragic heroes until the course of

tragic action begins to work their downfalls. The Queen urges Hamlet to

cast off his melancholy countenance, but he replies that there are no

. . . forms, moods, shapes of grief

That can denote me truly. These indeed seem.

For they are actions that a man might play.

But I have that within which passeth show—
These but the trappings and the suits of woe (l.ii.82-86).

From this speech the audience develops an awareness that Hamlet's

appearance and actions, although manifestations of his inner state, are not

truly indicative of the essence of his character. What is "that within"

Hamlet "which passeth show"? Certainly some aspects of his character

that contribute to his unsuitability for the task of blood-revenge are his

consciousness of the extreme nobility and baseness at once present In man

and his conviction that the degenerate qualities hold sway in the world:

... God, God,

How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable

Seem to me all the uses of this world!

Fie on't, ah, fie, 'tis an unweeded garden

That grows to seed. Things rank and gross In nature

Possess It merely (1.11.1 32-37).
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It is the immediate circumstance of his mother's remarriage that prompts

this outburst and the expressions of anger and disgust that follow, but

Hamlet's abhorrence of men's baser motives for actions is certainly not

the fundamental cause of his own later inaction. A.C. Bradley attempts to

define Hamlet's character through the application of Renaissance

psychology:

... one would Judge that by temperament he was inclined

to nervous instability, to rapid and perhaps extreme changes

of feeling and mood, and that he was disposed to be, for

the time, absorbed in the feeling or mood that possessed him,

whether it were joyous or depressed. This temperament the

Elizabethans would have called melancholic And the

doctrine of temperaments was so familiar in Shakespeare's time

. . . that Shakespeare may quite well have given this temper-

ament to Hamlet consciously and deliberately He gives

to Hamlet a temperament which would not develop into

melancholy unless under some exceptional strain, but which

still involved a danger. In the play we see the danger realised,

and find a melancholy quite unlike any that Shakespeare had as

yet depicted, because the temperament of Hamlet Is quite

different.^

Certainly Hamlet personifies the Renaissance notion of melancholy

temperament, and throughout most of the play he is Indeed "absorbed" in a

particular mood which, when subjected to the "exceptional strain" of

certain circumstances, results In a very dangerous situation. However,

Bradley formulates this evaluation on the basis of his endeavor to assess

what Hamlet's character must have been like prior to the events of the

play, and it is doubtful that Shakespeare created the character of Hamlet

with such a perspective in mind. It seems just as unlikely, therefore, that

Hamlet's mood In the play is just a result of his reaction to what his

mother has done. It Is surely a more permanent condition than one of the
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"rapid and perhaps extreme changes of feeling end mood" to which Bradley

thinks he Is subject.

While his dominant character traits are discernible, an essential

problem of his character nevertheless unfolds as the play progresses:

nothing exists to completely Identify "that within which passeth show"

and which Inhibits effective action. Hamlet himself falls to explain It:

I do not know

Why yet I live to say, This thing's to do,"

Sith I have cause, and will, and strength, and means

To do't (IV. iv. 43-46).

T.S. Eliot suggests that Shakespeare himself attempted to portray things

indefinable, elements of human character that he "could not drag to light,

contemplate, or manipulate into art."^ He explains the problem of Hamlet

as an artistic inconsistency on Shakespeare's part:

Hamlet ... is dominated by an emotion which is inexpressible

because it is in ffA-cess of the facts as they appear [He]

is up against the difficulty that his disgust is occasioned

by his mother, but that his mother Is not an adequate equivalent

for it; his disgust envelops and exceeds her. It is thus a feeling

which he cannot understand; he cannot objectify it, and It

therefore remains to poison life and obstruct action.^

In other words, the play contains no objective embodiment of Hamlet's

feelings, and it thus remains difficult to justify his actions at certain

points. In Richard II. the situation of the deposition and the events leading

to it provoke the emotional reaction of Richard that incites and enhances

his tragedy, and in Macbeth, the constant sense of evil and perversion of

the natural order reflect the inner state of the hero. No evident component
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of Hqrnlgt. though, completely explains the hero's actions. Like EHot,

Arthur Sewell also refuses to accept psychological explanations of the

Hamlet problem:

[Hamlet! defies explanation because there is no explana-

tion—at least, 80 long as an explanation is sought in the

character of Hamlet himself. For this character is

Shakespeare's most fundamental, most universal study
of the moral nature of man's address to his world. Hamlet
is not a challenge to our psychological ingenuity; It is a

challenge to the faith we seek to live by. The puzzle and
the explanation both lie in our common predicament; that

action is imperative for man, but that all action what-
soever Involves man in evil.^

Although Hamlet's first scene Introduces aspects of his character that

will influence his later actions, then. It also establishes, In Shakespeare's

larger design, the central mystery of his inner self that will perpetuate

his and the audience's investigations of It.

Hamlet's Initial reaction to the news of the Ghost suggests that

his vengeance will be quick and effective. When the ghost reveals the fact

of the old king's "foul and most unnatural murder" (l.v.24), Hamlet cries:

"Haste me to know't, that I, with wings as swift / As meditation or the

thoughts of love, / May sweep to my revenge" (l.v. 29-31). Horrified by the

ghost's tale, he resolves to focus his thoughts solely upon the Issue at

hand:

Yea, from the table of my memory
I'll wipe away all trivial fond records.

All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past

That youth and observation copied there,

And thy commandment all alone shall live

Within the book and volume of my brain.

Unmixed with baser matter (l.v.98- 1 04).
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For Homlet the courtier ond scholar to ensse from his mind all record of

knowledge ond experience ond to consider it "boser matter" than the

pursuit of blood-revenge, though, represents a perversion of all the

principles to which he aspires. Right away, then, he sees himself as

forced into a situation foreign to his nature and knows that effective

action will prove difficult: The time is out of joint. cursed spite /

That ever I was bom to set it right!" (I.v. 188-89)

Hamlet perceives the burden of revenge as his responsibility from

the beginning; the idea of providential justice never seems to occur to him.

The ghost directs him to leave the question of Gertrude to God and her own

conscience, but it desires Claudius' retribution to come from Hamlet's own

hand. The idea of private revenge, though, presents certain dangers to

Hamlet. Here it is useful to recall the approach to revenge taken by John

of Gaunt In Richard II . He refuses to revenge the king's part in the Duke of

Gloucester's murder. Instead leaving the "quarrel to the will of heaven, /

Who, when they see the hours ripe on earth, / Will rain hot vengeance on

offenders' heads" (1.11.6-8). Isabella in Kyd's The Spanish Tragedy

expresses the same faith In heaven's judgement, reminding Hieronlmo that

The heavens are just; murder cannot be hid; / Time Is the author both of

truth and right, / And time will bring this treachery to light."^ Hieronlmo

at first expreses a belief that he should wait for divine assistance of

revenge:

Vindictf mih}\

Ay, Heaven will be revenged of every 111;

Nor will they suffer murder unrepaid.

Then stay, Hieronlmo, attend their will;

For mortal men may not appoint their time (lll.x111.1-5).

•"Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.
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These examples Illustrate the conviction that man should not interfere

with divine prerogative. Gaunt, despite conflicts of conscience, adheres to

this principle and dies nobly, above reproach. Hieronimo, in contrast,

refutes his words later in the same speech, and his change of attitude, as

will be seen, feeds directly into the making of his tragedy. Fortunately for

Hamlet, he does not carry out his first promise to rush into a mindless

sort of vengeance against Claudius and so does not directly oppose the

religious view of revenge. Vindice of The Revenger's Traged ij takes Just

such an approach, arranging to murder the duke in an "unsunned lodge, /

Wherein 'tis night at noon.'^ His brother approves his scheme for secret

revenge: 'Brother, I do applaud thy constant vengeance, / The quaintness

of thy malice, above thought" (lll.v.107-08). Vindice, originally justified

in his desire for revenge, thus turns to villainy. In the same way, as long

as Hamlet vows to enact revenge as an Individual, he runs the risk of

violating the will of God and committing a crime as treacherous as that

perpetrated by Claudius.

Even though Hamlet professes to the ghost a desire for swift

vengeance, the vow to expel all other Ideas and thoughts from his

consciousness proves, of course, impossible for such an actively

Introspective mind. A considerable amount of time elapses between the

first two acts, during which he takes no real steps towards revenge. He

hopes to discover something through the assumption of an "antic

disposition," but far from giving him leeway to proceed cautiously towards

his task, Hamlet's feigned madness only succeeds in making him the

cynosure of the entire court. His skepticism of the ghost's validity

declared at the end of the act Indeed justifies his delay to some extent:

The spirit that I have seen

May be a devil, and the devil hath power
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T'Qssume a pleasing shape, yea, and perhaps

Out of my weakness and my melancholy,

As he is very potent with such spirits.

Abuses me to damn me (ll.ii.584-89).

Doubt of the ghost, though, provides only a cursory explanation for

Hamlet's inaction. Some deeply rooted aspect of his character leads him

not to accurate assessment of his situation but to meditations in the form

of

What a piece of worl< is a man, how noble in reason,

how infinite in faculties; in form and moving how ex-

press end admirable, in action how like an angel, in ap-

prehension how like a god: the beauty of the world, the

paragon of animals! And yet to me what is this quint-

essence of dust? (11.11.300-05)

Whatever his present situation, Hamlet maintains this world-weary view

throughout the play; it appears both before the tragic action begins and as

he goes to his death. Since nothing in the play adequately explains his

prevalent mental condition, one assumes not that events around him cause

his state of mind but Instead that Ms inherent disposition predominstes

ony circumstences thdt might spur him to action At times he reacts to

things external, but changes of mood induced In such a way prove only

illusory.

Indeed, the arrival of the players, who possess great power of

action, elicits within Hamlet a harsh self-reproach that forces him to

actively resume his quest to determine Claudius' guilt:

... I am pigeon-Hvered and lack gall

To make oppression bitter, or ere this

I should ha' fatted all the region kites

With this slave's offal . .

.
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. . . This ts most brove.

That I, the son of o dear father murdered,

Prompted to my revenge by heaven and hell.

Must like a whore unpack my heart with words
And fall a-curstng like a very drab,

A stall1onl(ll.11.562-73)

His command^ "About, my brains" (573) ^ suggests a forced and unnatural

diversion of his thoughts from their normal course to one on which they

cannot dwell Indefinitely. Surely enough, even after lively conversation

with the players and arrangement to Include a speech of his own in the

evening's presentation, Hamlet chides himself for cowardice and Inaction.

E.E. Stoll points out that none of the other characters sees in Hamlet the

shortcomings he finds in himself and that in other tragedies, there are

always those who know the hero's faults even as he does.^ Gaunt and Vork

certainly know Richard's deficiencies, as does Bolingbroke to some extent.

Lady Macbeth recognizes her husband's weaknesses, and so does lago

Othello's. Of course, the reality of Hamlet's situation Is known only to

himself, but the reality of his Innermost character, as Eliot suggests,

defies understanding or articulation. His self-accusations therefore seem

not so much the truth as the only substantial explanations he can offer for

his Inaction.

Thus the fundamental directing source of Hamlet's thoughts and

actions remains undefined, and even though his plan for the play-

withln-a-play constitutes a change in his course of action evident thus

far, his philosophy stays unchanged despite the new possibllites

introduced by this shift of external circumstances. Not even the prospect

of confirming or denying Claudius' guilt can alter his mood from the spirit

to which it inevitably returns. After he finally directs his mind towards
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the situation at hand and devises a way to "catch the conscience of the

king" (ll.ii.591), he proceeds to contemplate not the further steps he might

take upon learning the truth but rather thoughts of suicide and death. He

could not bear life, he declares, except for "the dread of something after

death" (lll.i.78) that "puzzles the will" (80) and thus provokes thoughts

that inhibit actions:

Thus conscience doth make cowards of us all,

And thus the native hue of resolution

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought,

And enterprises of great pitch and moment

With this regard their currents turn awry

And lose the name of action (lll.i.83-88).

What could provoke such o meditation at such a time? Since the present

state of affairs appears to have little relevance to the hero's internal

preoccupations, the problem of this discrepancy again renders plausible

Eliot's theory that "nothing that Shakespeare can do with the plot can

express Hamlet for him."^^ Indeed, the action of the play revolves around

Hamlet, but the whirl of activity taking place within his mental faculties

seems to operate in a completely separate sphere. As observed in this and

the previous chapter, such isolation from reality and the extreme

self-consciousness resulting from it characterize Shakespearean heroes

who by their actions prescribe for themselves a tragic end.

The situation particular to the revenger is especially conducive to

tragedy, for it brings even the most noble of characters perilously close to

those very aspects of human nature that they abhor and fear. A revenger

can become frustrated by what he sees as Injustice to his dilemma;

Hieronimo does so, despairing of his "tortured soul" (Ill.v11.10) that has
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Beat Qt the windows of the brightest heavens.

Soliciting for justice and revenge:

But they are plac'd In those empyreal heights.

Where, countermur'd with walls of diamond,

I find the place impregnable; and they

Resist my woes, and give my words no way (13-18).

In such a mood the revenger in exasperation turns naturally to himself for

effective action and thus most probably to an especially malicious form of

revenge, one directed not only against the offender's life but also against

his soul. Hieronimo falls Into just such a frame of mind:

Though on this earth justice will not be found,

I'll down to hell, and in this passion

Knock at the dismal gates of Pluto's court.

Getting by force, as once Aleides did,

A troop of furies and tormenting hags

To torture Don Lorenzo and the rest (Ill.x111.108-13).

Bowers remarks of this speech that "when (Hieronimo) gives up an open

revenge in favor of a secret, treacherous device, according to English

standards he becomes a villain."^ ' Indeed, these standards justify open

vengeance on one life for another, but judgement of a man's Immortal soul

rests with God and should not comprise a part of an Individual's private

revenge. A hero who misconstrues the nature of revenge and inflicts such

a fate upon others virtually assures himself of an equally unpleasant end.

Such Is the case with Hamlet, whose view of revenge after

confirming Claudius' guilt calls to the forefront of his consciousness

qualities previously latent within its depths. After witnessing his uncle's

reaction to the play-within-a-play, Hamlet, In an unbalanced state of both

exaltation and consternation, a condition that unlike his previous mood

does not seem feigned, believes that
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Tis now the very witching tinne of night,

When churchyards yawn, and hell Itself breathes out

Contagion to this world. Now could I drink hot blood

And do such bitter business as the day

Would quake to look on (111.11.374-78).

Nothing in this speech Identifies the Hamlet to whom part of the horror of

his father's murder was that the old king was slain "grossly, full of

bread,/ With all his crimes broad blown, as flush as May" (111.111.80-81) and

now suffers spiritual torment. The implication that he could also inflict

such an evil fate rather resembles Vindice's mood after poisoning the duke:

. . . 'tis but early yet; now I'll begin

To stick thy soul with ulcers. I will make

Thy spirit grievous sore: it shall not rest.

But like some pestilent man toss In thy breast

(lll.v.171-74).

For Vindice to overstep the limits of justified revenge does not so much

indicate a conversion from hero to villain as It does begin to reveal him

for the villain he has been since the outset of the play. For Hamlet,

though, the expression of such a desire marks a crucial turning point in his

fortunes. He finds the king attempting repentance and reasons thus:

Now might I do it pat, now 'a is a-praying.

And now I'll do't. And so 'a goes to heaven.

And so am I revenged. That would be scanned.

A villain kills my father, and for that

I, his sole son, do this same villain send

To heaven

... am I then revenged

To take him In the purging of his soul,

When he is fit and seasoned for his passage?

No.

Up, sword, and know thou a more horrid hent.

When he is drunk asleep, or In his rage.

Or In th' Incestuous pleasure of his bed.
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At game a-swearing, or about some act

That has no relish of salvation 1n't~

Then trip him, that his heels may kick at heaven,

And that his soul may by as damned and black

As hell, whereto it goes (111.111.73-95).

This speech, which Samuel Johnson thought "too horrible to be read

or uttered,"'^ anticipates the course of tragic action that will conclude

the play. Hamlet's reasoning here defies the true purpose of justified

revenge. The question of whether he reolJy means to see Claudius damned

can never be answered in full, for it is Impossible to clearly discern the

unconscious motives of such a character. Since Hamlet's previous

Interpretations of his Inaction are certainly but superficial explanations

for what neither he nor Shakespeare can formulate a definition, it seems

likely that this desire to send Claudius to hell Is not the fundamental

motive behind his inaction at this point. However, the immediate state of

mind provoking Hamlet's declaration deems him, while gripped by this

passion, as much a villain as Hieronlmo or Vindice, and the actions

resulting from it lead directly to the final tragedy. Hamlet during the

course of the play displays a veritable spectrum of the conditions existing

within man; here he personifies human nature at its blackest, the side of

It from which he recoils when it manifests itself in others. It is part of

Hamlet's tragedy that this mood possesses him in the midst of such

circumstances that eventually fulfil the tragic possibilities presented by

it. The way In which he comes to view the resulting situation also forms

part of the tragedy. Thus In one sense Shakespeare uses this scene (111.111),

due to the dire implications of Hamlet's thoughts therein, to initiate the

hero's downfall. The scene's second purpose remains inevldent until the

enactment of revenge at the end of the play, by which time Hamlet's
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change of outlook regarding revenge heightens the overall tragic effect

and raises him above the baseness and evil to which he falls in Act Three.

Therefore the turning point for Hamlet actually occurs, typically,

within himself and not in the form of outward action. His killing of

Polonius in the next scene manifests this inner conversion by showing the

consequences of such thoughts translated into action. Ironically, from

this incident, which exemplifies some of the most pernicious elements of

human nature, arises something of a second chance for Hamlet. He has yet

to carry out revenge on Claudius, and depending on how he does so, in what

frame of mind and for what purpose, he need not remain a villain at the

play's conclusion. If he had killed Claudius at prayer or if the king and not

Polonius had been behind the arras in the Queen's chamber, then the play

would have ended In a bloodbath void of real tragic Implications, such as

happens with the outcome of The Revenger's Tragedy and, albeit to a lesser

degree, that of The Spanish Tragedy. As It is, though, Shakespeare's

postponement of revenge suggests that he has In mind a different fate for

his hero than that suffered by VIndlce and HIeronlmo. Although Hamlet's

stabbing of Polonius, in accordance with accepted stage convention of the

day, fixes his own death, he still maintains, though unaware of it from his

perspective, some control over the nature of It.

The prospect of his returning to a justified view of revenge seems

scant after his resolution to assure a most horrible death for Claudius. He

at least retains enough rationality not to kill his mother. In keeping with

his wish to "be cruel, not unnatural" (111.11.380) to her. However, the

second appearance of the ghost reminds Hamlet of his "almost blunted

purpose" (lll.iv.1 12), thus exacerbating his already unbalanced state. The

ghost is rather like the witches in Macbeth In that it does not encourage a
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moral response from the hero but instead draws forth some of his worst

qualities. Hamlet's thoughts, woriced into a frenzy by the disclosure

afforded by The Murder of Gonzaoo and by his tirade against his mother are

drawn by the ghost even further from a justified view of revenge. His

remar1< of Rosencrantz and Guildenstem that he "will delve one yard below

their mines / And blow them at the moon" (lll.iv.209-10) shows how the

malice he bears towards Claudius can fester within him and be directed

against those who have no part in the revenge. Vindlce falls under just

such a spell. His desire to bring revenge against the duke is at first

justified, but the subsequent brutal slaying of Lussurioso and three of his

lords is not.

Even as Hamlet departs for England, his notion of the kind of

revenge he should seek remains warped. By this point, he and Claudius each

know what the other does; therefore it is no surprise to see that Hamlet

accurately guesses the true nature of Claudius' intent in sending him away.

Of the king's purposes he remarks: "I see a cherub that sees them"

(IV.11i.47). In his compliance with his uncle's scheme, though, he does not

willingly send himself to a certain death, for the compliance Is but for

appearance's sake. In the previous scene with his mother, he expresses his

distrust of Rosencrantz and Guildenstem and hints, as noted just above,

that he will destroy them to counter Claudius" plan. Thus he goes

willfully, to save his life and afford himself time, but at this moment he

has no Intention of passively accepting the fate that Claudius attempts to

inflict upon him. Still In the most unnatural role of blood-revenger, he

will not go to his death until he enacts his own Intent. He continues,

though, to rail against himself for Inaction, something he has done since

very early in the play:
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Yell,

A dull and muddy-mettled rascal, peak

Like John-a-dreams, unpregnant of my cause

And can say nothing. No, not for a king,

Upon whose property and most dear life

A damned defeat was made. Am I a coward?

(11.11.551-56)

Just as he marveled at the player who can throw all his energies Into a

fictional portrayal, he now compares himself to Fortinbras of Norway, who

risks thousands of lives for a worthless piece of land, a mindless sort of

action unaccompanied by substantial motive:

How stand I then,

That have a father killed, a mother stained.

Excitements of my reason and my blood.

And let all sleep, while to my shame I see

The Imminent death of twenty thousand men

That for a fantasy and a trick of fame

60 to their graves like beds, fight for a plot

Whereon the numbers cannot try the cause.

Which is not tomb enough and continent

To hide the slain? 0, from this time forth.

My thoughts be bloody, or be nothing worth!

(IV.Iv.56-66)

He observes that the Creator "gave us not / That capability and godlike

reason / To fust In us unused" (IV.1v.37-39), but his reasoning here Is

hardly godlike; the last sentence may as well have been spoken by VIndlce.

Just as Hamlet finds a foil for himself In Fortinbras. Hieronlmo

contrasts himself with Bazulto, an old man who comes to him to solicit

justice for his murdered son. Bazulto's appeal reminds Hieronlmo of his

failure in regard to his son Horatio, and he chides himself thus:

See, see, oh, see thy shame, Hleronimol

See here a loving father to his son!
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Behold the sorrows and the sad laments.

That he dellvereth for his son's decease! . .

.

Then shamest thou not, Hierontmo, to neglect

The sweet revenge of thy Horatio? (Ill.xi11.95-107)

Both of these heroes thus experience a sense of personal shame in

connection with their inaction, and such a feeling could perhaps spur a man

to act without having in mind the true objective of vengeance. Neither one

is justified in such a mood to act as revenger.

Hieronimo's design for revenge arises from just such a frame of

mind. In addition to his self-condemnation for inaction, he also receives

harsh criticism from Bel-imperia, who swears that if he does not Inflict

vengeance on those that murdered Horatio, then s/fe will act to "send their

hateful souls to hell" (IV.1.27). Hieronimo perceives this vow as a sign of

divine approval: "Why, then I see that heaven applies our drift, / And all

the saints do sit soliciting / For vengeance on those cursed murderers"

(31-33). Such a deduction shows with what delusions Hieronimo views

revenge; if he had vengeance's true purpose In mind, he would not believe

that heaven could sanction the course of action that he proposes.

Like Hamlet. The Spanish Traoedu contains a play-within-a-play,

but while Hamlet uses The Murder of Gonzaoo merely to confirm Claudius"

guilt, Hieronimo employs his own play as the actual Instrument of revenge.

He enlists Lorenzo and Balthazar as actors In his tragedy, and they,

together with Bel-imperia by her own hand, die onstage as part of the

action. He then relates In detail the story of Horatio's murder and his

subsequent scheme for vengeance. Turning to himself, he concludes:

And princes, now behold Hieronimo,

Author and actor In this tragedy.

Bearing his latest fortune In his fist;
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And will as resolute conclude his part

As any of the actors gone before.

And, gentles, thus I end my play;

Urge no more words—l have no more to say.

(I V.I V. 147-52).

It becomes apparent that this speech uses the metaphor of a play In

reference to life. With his play he controls the action of revenge until Its

finish, and he also displays, unlike Hamlet, an active will until the end of

his life, believing that he exercises some control over events even If the

only free choice available to him is suicide. Until the end he views

himself as a director of his life's action and even congratulates himself on

the bloody vengeance he instigates: "Now do I applaud what I have acted"

(IV.1v.214). Revelling thus in his triumph, he seems completely unaware of

the Implications of what he has done. Hieronomo the "unscrupulous

avenger" ^^ supersedes Hleronimo the Marshal of Spain, and in his villainy,

the only sympathy that he elicits from the audience results from Its

knowledge of what he was prior to his Intellectual and moral degeneration

and his working of revenge through deceit.

Hamlet becomes the same kind of "unscrupulous avenger" In Act

Three, but while Hleronimo reaches such a point and pursues revenge

according to it, Hamlet undergoes a crucial change of sentiment. As

mentioned earlier, the fact that he does not In this kind of mental

condition enact revenge on Claudius affords him another chance to

approach revenge in a legal and moral fashion. Between the time that he

exits vowing that his thoughts will "be bloody, or be nothing worth"

(IV.1v.66) and the time he returns from the sea voyage, a profound and

dramatic change occurs within him. It Is important to note that this

change Is not one In Hamlet's essential character makeup, which remains
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constont throughout the ploy and underlies his fluctuating conceptions of

revenge. The change Is rather another shift in his perception of the

pending Issue, and Its special significance is that It represents a

justifiable view In the eyes of an Elizabethan audience. He tells Horatio

that on the ship, acting according to his suspicions and lacking a clear Idea

of what he might find, he searched the packs of Rosencrantz and

GuUdenstem and thus discovered Claudius' plot to have him killed. Of this

incident he decides that

Our Indiscretion sometimes serves us well

When our deep plots do pall, and that should learn us

There's a divinity that shapes our ends,

Rough-hew them how we will— (V.1i.8-1 1)

This statement marks the point of reversal in Hamlet's view of himself in

relation to the world. Not only has his Indiscretion served him well, but

he also had his father's seal with him, which enabled him to successfully

forge a new royal order to go to the English court, and "in that was heaven

ordinant" (V.i1.48). His capture by the pirates proves another fortuitous

occurrence that brings him directly back to Denmark. For four acts he has

regarded himself as the only instigator of a private revenge, but now he

thinks that outside forces are shaping the resolution of his dilemma.

This way of perceiving fate or providence at work, regardless of

the Individual's influence, typifies the world view of a Shakespearean

tragic hero most often professed when his downfall is evidently

forthcoming; Hamlet shares it with Richard II but not with Hieronimo or

Vindice. He returns to Denmark to carry out the revenge, but instead of

having formulated a plan of action, he resigns himself to the course of

events. Bradley believes that Hamlet acts "as if he secretly despaired of

forcing himself to action, and were ready to leave his duty to some other
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power than his own."'^ Indeed, he does not attempt to initiate revenge, to

change his situation or escape from it; he merely lets happen what will.

When Horatio offers to tell the king that Hamlet is not fit to fight Laertes,

Hamlet replies:

... we defy augury. There is a special

providence in the fall of a sparrow. If it be now, 'tis not

to come; if it be not to come, it will be now; if it be not

now, yet it will come. The readiness is all. Since no man

of aught leaves knows, what Is't to leave betimes? Let

be(V.ii.208-13).

Richard II, in his own way, exhibits something of this same attitude in the

way he resigns himself to what he sees as a fate beyond his control.

Hamlet, of course, does so without making a public spectacle of himself,

and thus his death is much more noble and profound than pitiful.

Since Hamlet's change of outlook and the present circumstances of

Act Five make possible an open revenge, Shakespeare absolves him to some

degree, although the hero still must suffer for his wrongdoings. He will

not perpetrate a secret revenge and die a villain as do Hieronimo and

Vindice. Laertes' speech after Hamlet kills Claudius functions as public

acknowledgement of the Justice of the act:

He Is justly served.

It Is a poison tempered by himself.

Exchange forgiveness with me, noble Hamlet.

Mine and my father's death come not upon thee

Nor thine on mel (V.i1.3 16-20)

The last scene of the play thus raises Hamlet far above the depravity into

which he previously fell. "It is the paradox of tragedy," states Frye,"that

[riamletl shows us Infinitely more than hatred and revenge, and that

nothing is left of it except silence for him and the telling of his story for
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us."'^ Unlike Hieronimo, Hamlet does not tell his own story; therefore he

Is somewhat removed from Its less admirable aspects, and Horatio's words

dictate the audience's final Impression of him: "Now cracks a noble heart.

Good night, sweet prince, / And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest!"

(V.ii.348-49)

Certainly Hamlet's nobility contributes to the audience's sense of

tragedy in that it enhances the sense of loss experienced at his death.

Although the arrival of Fortinbras signifies the establishment of a new

peace and stability in Denmark, the audience remains forever aware that

the price of this peace is the sacrifice of awesome human potential. The

replacement of Richard II by Bolingbroke incites no regret over the loss of

a great man. The predominlnant feeling in that play Is rather a regret over

what Richard's own weaknesses did to him and to England; this kind of

awareness serves as a reminder that there lies a history play outside of

Richard's personal tragedy. A character such as Richmond in Richard III,

who replaces a tyrant and who carries with him the promise of a glorious

future for England, prompts a sense very different from that arising at the

appearance of of Fortinbras. Certainly the morality of some of Hamlet's

deeds is questionable, but it is not for the audience to judge Hamlet as a

character but to experience through him all the extremities of the human

condition. Like other of Shakespeare's most fully-developed tragic heroes,

he is constantly great rather than completely good , and thus his death

Impresses upon the audience the sense that greatness in an individual

renders him unfit for this world, that both external circumstances and the

destructive potential of the greatness itself always work against him.

Hamlet's nobility constitutes a part of the reason for his inaction

as well; his painful awareness of a human spirit possessing infinite
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possibilities but bound by life preoccupies him to the extent thot his

thoughts are not able to become effective actions in this world. Famham

asserts that "we are forced to make the conclusion that he might have

escaped catastrophe if he had had a narrower nobility, or if he had not been

embarrassed, so to speak, with multiple nobility."^" The tragedy also

arises from the baser elements of Hamlet's nature and from the fact that

he cannot reconcile the coexistence of opposing human qualities within

him. He abhors all degradation and evil, and yet both consume him when he

confronts the task of revenge. At the center of his character, of course,

lies the fundamental mystery of it that intrigues all who touch it—Hamlet

himself, other characters in the play, and audiences for nearly four

hundred years. Bradley's conviction that Hamlet's tragedy is "the symbol

of a tragic mystery inherent in human nature"^' reveals the case of

Hamlet as universal, as the tragedy of the highest aspirations of humanity

that must contend with the very lowest inclinations of life and sometimes

fall prey to them.





Macbeth: Shakespeare's Tragic Villain

The depiction of Macbeth, a tragic hero who deliberately falls

into utmost evil and depravity and yet who dies retaining the sympathy of

the audience, constitutes an ingenious dramatic feat for Shakespeare.

Such evil Is to be distinguished from that just discussed concerning

Hamlet which provokes the hero's tragedy, for the evil within Hamlet's

nature arises when he stands in a state of understandable mental and

emotional havoc, his rational faculties at their most vulnerable. Nacbeth's

initial crime and the original misconduct of Richard II share more

circumstances In common, for both the heroes commit errors to satisfy

ambitions for personal gain and fail to anticipate the consequences of

these actions that eventually destroy them. Later in the play, when his

actions reach the extremes of heinousness, Macbeth comes to resemble, at

least ostensibly, a villain such as Richard III who In full consciousness

perpetrates the most abominable kinds of deeds. However, certain aspects

of his character and their effects on his situation separate him from

Richard III and align him ultimately with tragic heroes like Richard II and

Hamlet. Although outside forces, namely the three witches and his wife,

influence his actions , they do not Introduce evil into his character. They

merely work with what is already there, and thus Macbeth's personal

responsibility for the tragedy remains undeniable. The Shakespearean

view of the inner man as the center of tragic action manifests itself in

Macbeth's vivid imagination, in his tormented conscience, and in the

complex relationship between them. He deludes himself Into thinking he

can control the consequences of his actions, and when they Impend to
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destroy him, his expressed view of the worthlessness of mortQl existence

deems him not a completely unscrupulous vIllQln but rather a genuine

tragic hero. While the audience's sense of justice applauds the downfall of

a tyrant, its awareness of the magnificent potential within Macbeth, and

of his suffering when that very greatness compels him towards

self-destruction, fosters a sense of regret that prevails even at the

promise of peace and the Instigation of a new social order.

A counterbalance to all of Macbeth's admirable qualities and the

origin of all his evil deeds is, of course, his "vaulting ambition" (I.v11.27),

but this ambition is not an uninhibited one. Richard III, while still Duke of

Gloucester, displays an all-consuming ambition In his drive to obtain the

throne, and his forthright actions in that direction are characterized by a

total absence of conscience or remorse. Macbeth's conscience, on the

other hand, exhibits Itself even before he murders Duncan, showing that he

does not lack human feelings. Evidence of a guilty conscience also proves

that Macbeth has previously entertained notions of himself on the throne

and thus serves to emphasize his responsibility for his actions. As soon

as the witches hail him as Thane of Glamis, Thane of Cawdor, and King

hereafter, Banquo queries: "Good sir, why do you start and seem to fear /

Things that do sound so fair?" (1.111.51-52) A man with a clear conscience

would not react in such a way; Banquo himself receives the news that his

descendants shall be kings, but he remains relatively unaffected by It.

Good judgement prevents him from taking the prophecies to heart, for he

knows that

. . . oftentimes, to win us to our harm.

The Instruments of darkness tell us truths.

Win us with honest trifles, to betray's

In deepest consequence (1.111.123-26).
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Bonquo's reasoning here much resembles Homlet's reluctance to take os

true the words of his father's ghost. For Macbeth, though, the words of the

witches, rather than introducing a scarcely credible idea, draw forth

truths hitherto banished into the darl<est recesses of his soul.

The witches predict rather than determine destiny, and their

effect on Macbeth is the setting off of a chain of thought that eventually

becomes the sequence of tragic action. They implement no evil themselves

but seem to symbolize the potential evil in Macbeth specifically and, in a

larger sense, also that throughout the world of men. They tell him that he

will be king, but nowhere do they imply that Macbeth must fulfil this fate

by becoming a murderer. Macbeth himself admits: "If chance will have me

King, why chance may crown me / Without my stir" (1.111.143-44).

Shakespeare makes plain, however, that Macbeth has already harbored and

suppressed the desire to be king and that the predictions, especially the

Immediate materialization of the first, reawaken his ambitions. The

bursting into consciousness of "things forgotten" (l.iii.150) frightens and

fascinates him:

This supernatural soliciting

Cannot be 111, cannot be good. If 111,

Why hath it given me earnest of success.

Commencing in a truth? I am Thane of Cawdor.

If good, why do I yield to that suggestion

Whose horrid image doth unfix my hair

And make my seated heart knock at my ribs

Against the use of nature? Present fears

Are less than horrible Imaginings.

My thought, whose murder yet is but fantastical.

Shakes so my single state of man that function

Is smothered in surmise and nothing is

But what Is not (1.111.130-41).

Unlike Banquo, Macbeth considers the witches' words his cue to action, to

a premeditated deed that shows the horrors to which human nature can

lend itself.
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The deceptive nature of various aspects of Macbeth's situation

combine to present a picture of all-pervasive evil and Its ability to

pervert the natural Inclinations of nnan. He fully realizes the desplcablllty

of the act he will commit, and when Duncan creates Malcolm the Prince of

Cumberland and his heir, Macbeth expresses the wish to suppress his own

dwdreness of the deed until It Is done. In any case, he feels compelled to

bring his fate upon himself:

The Prince of Cumberland— that Is a step

On which I must fall down or else o'erleap,

For In my way It lies. Stars, hide your fires;

Let not light see my black and deep desires.

The eye wink at the hand; yet let that be

Which the eye fears, when It is done, to see (l.1v.48-53).

In such a mood he will murder the man who esteems him throughout the

first act as noble, worthy, valiant, and peerless, a king who trusts him

even though he learns from the former Thane of Cawdor's treason that

There's no art / To find the mind's construction In the face" (l.lv.12-13).

Macbeth conceals his Intent from Duncan by taking his wife's advice to

"look like th" Innocent flower, / But be the serpent under't" (l.v.63-64).

Such deliberate, calculated deception calls to mind Richard Ill's smirking

assertion: "I can smile, and murder whiles I smile" (3 Henry VI: 111.11.182)

and also Hamlet's realization of his uncle "That one may smile, and smile,

and be a villain" (Hamlet: l.v.108). Throughout these tragedies, treachery

often hides behind pleasing facades, thus allowing for easy deception of

the unsuspecting and the Innocent. A man cannot hide from the evil within

himself, however, and Macbeth's remark that 'False face must hide what

the false heart doth know' (I.v11.82) Implies that he thinks he can control

his situation by continuing to deceive through outward appearance. What

finally prompts his undoing, though, is something over which he wields no
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power: his Inner self thot knows qU and from which he cannot hide.

Before those aspects of Macbeth's character that provoke his

tragic end ere considered at length, something must be said about his

wife, for although he performs the tragic action alone. It is safe to

assume that he would not have done so had Lady Macbeth not been the "spur

/ To prick the sides of Ihlsl Intent" (l.v11.25-26). Her ambition for him Is

as Intense as his for himself, and her will to achieve It Is stronger. She

knows his weaknesses, the qualities within him that inhibit his action:

Glamis thou art, and Cawdor, and shalt be

What thou art promised. Yet do I fear thy nature.

It is too full 0' th" milk of human kindness

To catch the nearest way. Thou wouldst be great.

Art not without ambition, but without

The illness should attend it. What thou wouldst highly,

That wouldst thou holily; wouldst not play false.

And yet wouldst wrongly win (l.v. 13-20).

Lady Macbeth's Influence on her husband further emphasizes the

unnaturalness of the means by which he will attain his goal. Any action

hindered by "human kindness" and yet catalyzed by "Illness" surely runs

counter to the principles governing a divinely-created natural order. In

order to Incite her husband to quell his sense of 'human kindness" and his

instinct to "not play false," she feels that she must remove from herself

all vestiges of femininity and humanity that might distract from the

effectiveness of her effort:

Come, you spirits

That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here.

And fill me from the crown to the toe top-full

Of direst cruelty. Make thick my blood;

Stop up th* access and passage to remorse.

That no compunctious visitings of nature

Shake my fell purpose nor keep peace between
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Th' effect and It. Come to my woman's breasts

And take my milk for gall, you murd'ring ministers,

Wherever in your sightless substances

You wait on nature's mischief. Come, thick night,

And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell.

That my keen knife see not the wound it makes.

Nor heaven peep through the blanket of the dark

To cry 'Hold, hold!' (l.v.38-52)

She is as aware as Macbeth of the evil of the deed, but instead of flinching

in the face of It, she is a part of it. Unlike other Shakespearean

personifications of evil, she Is, in Bradley's words, "not destitute of

grandeur. The reader who looks unwillingly at lago gazes at Lady Macbeth

In awe, because though she is dreadful she is also sublime."' Both she and,

later, her husband, embody the evil that permeates all levels of the play,

and such consistency of effect indeed makes them larger than life,

Bradley notes that they "are never detached in imagination from the

atmosphere which surrounds them and adds to their grandeur and terror."^

The reader will remember that the inconsistency of Hamlet's character

with his surroundings accounts for what Eliot saw as a weakness of

dramatic structure in that play. Macbeth contains no such discrepancy,

and in the first portion of the play, the character of Lady Macbeth proves

instrumental in creating the initial Impression of evil that shocks the

audience with its immediate impact and continues to Incite a combined

sense of horror and fascination throughout the play, even after her

Influence wanes.

Unlike the Weird Sisters, Lady Macbeth does not stand for evil In

passive way; she actively seeks to Infect her husband with it. As soon
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OS Macbeth returns to Inverness, she exclaims "I feel now / The future In

the Instant" (l.v.55-56) and thus Implies that they hold time In their own

hands and should employ It for the fulfillment of their purpose. When

Macbeth hesitates, she questions not only his love for her but also his

courage, both of which are thus far plainly obvious. She next suggests that

circumstances have arranged themselves for just this opportunity and that

Macbeth acts most unnaturally by not taking advantage of the occasion,

drawing this hideous comparison:

I have given suck, and know

How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me:

I would, while It was smiling in my face.

Have plucked my nipple from his boneless gums

And dashed the brains out, had I so sworn as you

Have done to this (l.vi1.54-59).

Her conception of Justified actions and the nature of the forces governing

them Is so distorted and depraved, so utterly horrible, that it draws a note

of reverence into the fear she inspires. The audience feels it, and so does

Macbeth, who out of admiration bids her to "Bring forth men-children only;

/ For thy undaunted mettle should compose / Nothing but males" (l.vii.72-

74). Such a remark shows that her attempt to discard the trappings of

femininity and to purge similar weaknesses like "human kindness" from

her husband have, at least for this crucial moment, been successful.

Macbeth, with all of his inhibitions temporarily quelled, resolves, largely

due to his wife's urgings, to "bend up / Each corporal agent to this terrible

feat" (l.vll.79-80).

Macbeth'8 suppression of his human feelings for the sake of

committing an inhuman deed can only prove temporary, though, for such a

state of mind is ultimately foreign to his nature. The term unnoturoJ
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therefore lends Itself well to a description of the course of action leading

to the murder of Duncan. Lady Macbeth forces herself to act unnaturally in

order to incite her husband to an action even more unnatural. The audience

realizes that he has previously thought of killing the king but that even the

idea of it frightens him so as to make his heart beat 'against the use of

nature." To the Elizabethan mind, evil Itself Is a most unnatural state;

certainly it is a possibility Inherent In mankind, but since events ensuing

from it always upset the providentially-arranged world order, it is

unnatural. Macbeth's murder of his king is unnatural in senses moral,

political, social, and cosmic. Not only does he sever the bonds of loyalty

that accompany In the roles of kinsman, subject, and host, but in a wider

sense, any form of usurpation disrupts the hierarchies that Impose order

on heaven and earth. Indeed, each of the three tragedies focused upon in

this work Involves the Issue of usurpation In one way or another; this

common element signifies the conduciveness of an unbalanced world order

to tragedy. Sooner or later, as Professor Bradley explains, the good and

moral forces that govern the universe work to dispel the evil that

threatens It. When the expulsion of great evil also Involves the loss of

much potential good, then the event and Its effects comprise a tragedy.^

The destruction of Macbeth fits this criterion perfectly, and his willfull

Involvement In evil for the sake of his ambition, both the act and the

reason for It defying nature, assures his eventual downfall and death.

Other qualities of his character will make the end a tragic one.

Tremendous as his ambition is, other qualities within him argue

strongly against its implementation:
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If it were done when 'tis done, then "twere well

It were done quickly. If th' assassination

Could trammel up the consequence, and catch

With his surcease success, that but this blow

Might be the be-all and the end-all—; here.

But here upon this bonk and shoal of time,

We'ld jump the life to come. But In these cases

We still have judgement here, that we but teach

Bloody instructions, which, being taught, return

To plague th" inventor. This even-handed justice

Commends th" ingredience of our poisoned chalice

To our own lips (l.vii.1-12).

He reasons correctly in fearing that self-initiated events could run a

circular course, returning to destroy their instigator. Exactly such a

pattern of tragic action comprises Richard II. it will be recalled. In this

speech, which sfiou}d serve as a warning from his better judgement,

Macbeth predicts his own fate. He speaks this truth unconsciously,

however, for under the influence of Lady Macbeth, who feels "the future In

the instant," he disregards all considerations save those present and acts

according to his immediate desire. Thus in this speech Macbeth discerns a

truth but almost immediately fails to apply it to his own situation.

In addition to his fear of the unforeseeable consequences that

will follow the murder, Macbeth in this soliloquy also expresses the

apprehension of conscience that anticipates it:

He's here in double trust:

First, as I am his kinsman and his subject.

Strong both against the deed; then, as his host,

Who should against his murderer shut the door.

Not bear the knife myself (l.vii. 1
2-

1 6).

Taken out of context, this excerpt suggests a vision of conscience that is

clear and that works according to a normative moral sense. As he
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continues the speech, though, his conscience appeals to him In a way

different from the nrionlfest and logical reasoning with which It first

argued against the murder:

Besides, this Duncan

Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been

So clear In his great office, that his virtues

Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongued against

The deep damnation of his taklng-off;

And pity, like a naked new-born babe

Striding the blast, or heaven's cherubin horsed

Upon the sightless couriers of the air.

Shall blow the horrid deed in every eye

That tears shall drown the wind (l.vii. 16-25).

These words lend a voice not only to a conscience but also to an

imagination of Immense proportion, one which combines a poetic kind of

sensibility with an ability to communicate through imagery that elicits

fascination and awe in those that experience it, certainly the audience but

mostly the hero himself. Indeed, from the beginning of the play, Macbeth's

Imagination and the possibilities It presents to him hold his attention far

more firmly than do the realities of his situation. When the witches hail

him with the first predictions and jar his guilty conscience, he says that

"present fears / Are less than horrible imaginings" (l.iii. 136-37), recoiling

more from the "horrid image" (135) conjured up by thoughts of the murder

than from the thoughts themselves. Of this remark Kittredge notes that

"Macbeth has a visualizing imagination. What to most men would be a

vague idea is to him a thing seen In all the colours of reality."'^ It seems,

then, that Macbeth's consciousness tends to blur the distinctions between

imagination and clear perception of reality. It will become apparent later

in the play that what his consciousness perceives as true about himself

and his circumstances may not be so. For Instance, after Lady Macbeth's
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overwhelming oppeol, he t/finks he has quelled his conscience by forcing

himself into an unnatural state of mind, but in truth he temporarily

represses rather than destroys the good and moral qualities within his

character.

The objections of his better self to the murder, if deliberately

checked in order for him to perpetrate it, reveal themselves to him

nonetheless. Bradley provides an apt explanation of the function of

Macbeth's imagination in the play when he observes that the hero's 'better

nature . . . , instead of speaking to him In the overt language of moral

ideas, comands, and prohibitions, incorporates itself in images which

alarm and horrify. His imagination is thus the best of him, something

usually deeper and higher than his conscious thoughts; and if he had obeyed

It he would have been safe."^ Although he has banished his conscience from

his immediate sphere of awareness, then, his imagination assumes a

moralizing function which, unfortunately for him, he falls to discern.

While he recognizes a connection between the dagger he sees suspended

before him and the one with which he Intends to slay the king, he

dismisses the image as "a false creation / Proceeding from the

heat-oppressed brain" (11.1.38-39). He addresses It thus:

Thou marshall'st me the way I was going.

And such an Instrument I was to use.

Mine eyes are made the fools o' th' other senses.

Or else worth all the rest. I see thee still.

And on thy blade and dudgeon gouts of blood.

Which was not so before. There's no such thing.

It Is the bloody business which informs

Thus to mine eyes (11.1.42-49).

Instead of heeding such solicitations of his "better nature," he acts in

accordance with the evil within and around him. His state of mind

associates Itself with the surrounding darkness and its implications of
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evil, owore of Us conduclveness to his intended deed:

Now o'er the one-holf world

Nature seems dead, and wicked dreams abuse

The curtained sleep. Witchcraft celebrates

Pale Hecate's offerings; and withered murder,

Alarumed by his sentinel, the wolf.

Whose howVs his watch, thus with his stealthy pace.

With Tarquin's ravishing strides, towards his design

Moves like a ghost. Thou sure and firm-set earth,

Hear not my steps which way they walk, for fear

The very stones prate of my whereabout

And take the present horror from the time.

Which now suits with it. Whiles I threat, he lives;

Words to the heat of deeds too cold breath gives

(ll.i.49-61).

Even while his ambition and the fitness of the time for its fulfillment

compel him towards the murder, he maintains his awareness of the

depravity involved. He therefore tries to keep the good and evil sides of

his nature separate and, in doing so, to keep the good one blameless. His

appeal to the earth not to hear his steps echoes an earlier expressed wish:

"Let not light see my black and deep desires." In wanting to hide his action

from light and from the earth, he wants to hide it from nature,

specifically from that humane side of himself that he endeavors to

suppress. If banished from consciousness, though, the conscience sooner

or later wells up to torment the soul in more subtle but no less painful

ways.

Indeed, once Macbeth implements his murderous intent, his

conscience admonishes him in the guise of imagination. Lady Macbeth tells

him: These deeds must not be thought / After these ways; so, it will

moke us mad" (11.11.32-33). Unknown to her presently, she with these

words foretells her own fate as much as Macbeth earlier predicted his
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own, but her momentory relevance is Ihot her influence at this point no

longer overpowers his own considerations. Despite her warning "Vou do

unbend your noble strength to think / So bralnsickly o( things"

(ll.ij.44-45), his horrified awareness of the murder surfaces in the

imaginings of a mind rendered hysterical with guilt and fear:

Whence is that knocking?

How is't with me when every noise appals me?

What hands are here? Ha! They pluck out mine eyes.

Will all great Neptune's ocean wash this blood

Clean from my hand? No, this my hand will rather

The multitudinous seas incarnadine

Making the green one red (11.11.56-62).

The as yet remorseless Lady Macbeth displays no concern over the

knocking, the blood, or the murder. When she returns from placing the

daggers by Duncan's grooms, she remarks: "A little water clears us of this

deed. / How easy is It then!" (11.11.66-67) For the time being, she is

without remorse, but Macbeth's sense of self-reproach affords his "better

nature" no immunity from the plague of conscience, "To know my deed,

'twere best not know myself" (ll.ii.72), he admits. Such an arrangement is

of course Impossible, since any action represents an expression of some

part of one's identity and cannot be separated from consciousness. The

hero's good character must therefore suffer for the very same evil deeds it

so adamantly protested at the time of their enactment.

Just as does Richard II . this play contains occurrences that

signify a disruption or even an Inversion of the natural order; these

phenomena, though, while they contribute to the already overpowering

sense of evil and unnaturalness, do not exercise influence over the course

of tragic action. They do, however, serve as a reflection of It In several

ways. They are "unnatural, / Even like the deed that's done" (ll.1v. 10-1 0,
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physical monlfestotion of the horror of it ond of the stote of mind that

willed It. They affect other characters by fostering a sense of pending

disaster; even before news of the murder breaks, Lennox speaks of

Lamentlngs heard 1' th' air, strange screams of death,

And prophesying, with accents terrible,

Of dire combustion and confused events

New hatched to th' woeful time (11.111.52-55).

Nature seems to turn upon itself In response to its disordering at the hand

of Macbeth; a falcon Is killed by a mousing owl, Duncan's horses turn wild

and eat one another, and a darkness covers the earth during daylight hours.

This last event brings to mind the darkness that blotted out the sun on the

afternoon of the Crucifixion and thus carries with it all the dire

Implications of that event. An earthly king is, after all, an agent of God;

Macduff's reaction to Duncan's murder can thus be understood literally as

much as metaphorically:

Confusion now hath made his masterpiece:

Most sacrilegious murder hath broke ope

The Lord's anointed temple and stolen thence

The life o" the building! (U.111.62-65)

All the ominous disturbances also Indicate to the Elizabethan mind the

way in which the divine power that orders nature responds to such an

event, how "the heavens, as troubled with man's act, / Threatens his

bloody stage" (n.iv.5-6). Unknown to any characters in the play, the signs

also suggest the nature of the future course of action that will arise from

the instance of murder and treason and that will culminate in the

self-destruction of the hero.

Indeed, as soon as the light of day exposes the murder, Macbeth's

comment on it carries the same implications as the previously discussed

world views of other tragic heroes:
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Hod I but died on hour before this chonce,

I hod lived o blessed time; for from this instant

There's nothing serious in mortality:

All Is but toys. Renown and grace is dead,

The wine of life Is drawn, and the mere lees

Is left this vault to brag of (11,111.87-92).

His view of life at this point, much like that expounded by Richard II once

he perceives the action turning against him, reflects his conviction of its

"one-directional quality"^ and of the utter insignificance of any events in

it save death. Here Richard's meditation while alone In prison comes to

mind:

. . . whate'er I be,

Nor I, nor any man that but man is.

With nothing shall be pleased till he be eased

With being nothing (Richard 11 : V.v.38-41).

Of course, the differences in character between Richard II and Macbeth are

both numerous and obvious, but the messages conveyed by these two

utterances are In essence Identical. This voicing of the tragic vision on

Macbeth's part thus helps, as does his conscience, to expose him as a fully

tragic hero.

If the expressions of his inner self enable the audience to detect

his affinity with the rest of humanity and thus to sympathize with him,

the barbarous cruelty of his actions challenges and tests such feelings of

compassion. However, it Is safe to say that he never completely loses the

audience's sympathy, for his effect upon its members draws forth

essentially the same reactions as does a hero like Hamlet. Indeed, the

audience fears the qualities it finds within Macbeth, not only for the

suffering and violent destruction they cause within the play but also, and

mostly, for the fear that lingers after the performance, the fear that
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follows the audience out of the dorkened theatre ond into the light of doy

of the real world when it recognizes thot the inhumonity of Macbeth

represents a certain potential Inherent in oil people. The tremendous

suffering endured by Macbeth, albeit self-inflicted for the most part,

elicits as much pity as do the tribulations of any Shakespearean tragic

hero. His rather twisted justification of Duncan's murder betrays his own

fear and sense of isolation:

Better be with the dead,

Whom we, to gain our peace, have sent to peace.

Than on the torture of the mind to lie

In restless ecstacy. Duncan is in his grave;

After life's fitful fever he sleeps well.

Treason has done his worst: nor steel nor poison

Malice domestic, foreign levy, nothing

Can touch him further (111.11.19-26).

Of course, what Macbeth has gained from the murder amounts to anything

but peace, and In a way he envies Duncan's state. The desire for the peace,

security, and certainty of death recalls another hero's longing

To die, to sleep-

No more—and by a sleep to say we end

The heartache, and the thousand natural shocks

That flesh Is heir to. Tis a consummation

Devoutly to be wished (Hamlet : 1 11.1.60-64).

Macbeth, however, displays none of Hamlet's trepidation concerning what

could await him after death, a state quite possibly not like peaceful sleep;

his consciousness focuses Instead on the situation of the moment. He uses

this speech to justify not only Duncan's death but also his plans for

Banquo's, and he does not seem to realize how. In speaking of "the torture

of the mind [that lies) / In restless ecstacy," he describes his own
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condition. The tragic vision of which Homlet is too owore and over which

he agonizes so extensively is also known to Macbeth, but like so nnany of

his sympathy-incurring qualities, it escapes detection by his

consciousness.

In order to murder Duncan, Macbeth makes a deliberate effort to

suppress that side of his nature that would raise legal and moral

objections to the deed. As has been observed at length, this attempt to

allow the evil within himself to paralyze the good is a most unnatural

action. By the middle of the play, though, the endeavor is no longer a

conscious one; he actually seems to have convinced himself not only of the

justice of the deed, as noted above, but also that he can control the

consequences of It. In the first act he takes to heart the witches*

prophecies in regard to himself, but by Act Three he believes that he can

with his own actions disprove their predictions concerning Banquo, that he

can use his own initiative to direct the course of events. He issues a bold

challenge: ".
. . come. Fate, Into the list, / And champion me to th'

utterance!" (1 1 1.1.71 -72) Before he murders Duncan, It will be

remembered, he speaks on separate occasions of three different factors

that Inhibit his action: first, the horror of the deed Itself; second, his fear

of its possible consequences, and third, the objections of his conscience.

By the middle of the play he overcomes all of these obstacles and thus

experiences no apparent inner struggle over the murder of Banquo. His last

speech before the murder echoes Lady Macbeth's appeal (l.v) to the "thick

night" to hide the deed from heaven:

Come, seeling night.

Scarf up the tender eye of pitiful day,

And with thy bloody and invisible hand

Cancel and tear to pieces that great bond

Which keeps me pale (111.11.46-50).
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Macbeth In Act One expresses o destre to hide his evil from the light, and

so this speech recalls his own previous words In addition to those of his

wife. However, his thoughts here invert rather than clearly echo those of

the first act. At the very beginning, his conscience makes him dread the

evil thoughts and imaginings he harbors within himself, but now he recoils

from the aspects of his better nature that hinder the enactment of his

desires.

Macbeth's conscience after the murder of Banquo is not dead but

rather has been pushed even further from his Immediate level of

awareness. A moral sense reveals Itself nonetheless, as it did with his

vision of the dagger before the first murder, in the frightening, grotesque

visualizations of his imagination. This time his wracked conscience

manifests itself in the form of Banquo's ghost. Lady Macbeth understands

the nature of her husband's sudden affliction when she chides: "This Is the

very painting of your fear. / This is the air-drawn dagger which you said /

Led you to Duncan" (in.iv.61-63). The ghost remains invisible to her,

though, and to all save the Instigator of Banquo's murder; it Is not a real

ghost as is the spirit of Hamlet's father in the first act of that play but is

instead more akin to the ghosts that haunt Richard III in his dream

preceding the Battle of Bosworth Field. Here it is useful to closely

examine Richard's reaction to the procession of ghosts that tell him to

"despair, and die," for it bears a certain relevance to Macbeth's situation

after the banquet. Starting awake, he exclaims;

Is there a murderer here? No. Yes, I am:

Then fly. What, from myself? Great reason why—
Lest I revenge. What, myself upon myself?

Alack, I love myself. Wherefore? For any good
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That I myself have done unto myself?

no! Alos, I rather hate myself

For hateful deeds committed by myself.

1 am a villain. Yet I lie, I am not.

Fool, of thyself speak well. Fool, do not flatter.

My conscience hath a thousand several tongues.

And every tongue brings in a several tale,

And every tale condemns me for a villain

(Richard 111 :7.111.185-96).

This speech marks the only point In the play at which Shakespeare shows

Richard subjected to pangs of conscience, and it comes too late to alter

the feelings of an audience that has witnessed monstrously Inhuman acts

for the duration of the play and only is Impatient to see Richard dead and

in hell. It nevertheless depicts the struggle of a tormented conscience,

exactly the same kind of internal conflict experienced dy Macbeth.

Richard, though, perceives his situation clearly; he knows himself for a

cold-blooded villain and recognizes the twinges of conscience. When he

says "Let not our babbling dreams affright our souls; / Conscience is but a

word that cowards use, / Devised at first to keep the strong In awe" (V.lli.

309-1 1), he mesffs It, for there is no discrepancy between his conscious

mind's Interpretation of his situation and the real truth of it. The

expressions of his conscience identify him as human, but the rest of him

objects so strongly to It that It simply expires. He hides his evil from

others for survival's sake, but he keeps nothing from himself. He

possesses no better nature that must be smothered, no "milk of human

kindness" that must be drained. In order for him to act according to his

desires. Macbeth resembles Richard III only ostensibly In that he too

knows he has done wrong and sees the need to hide his evil from others;

before the banquet he reminds Lady Macbeth that "Iwe must] make our
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faces vizards to our hearts, / Disguising what they are" (ill.ii.34-35).

However, he seems unaware that the evil he wishes to mask constitutes

but a portion of his heart. He forgets the good and moral part of himself

that he suppresses more forcefully and unnaturally with each evil action

and that torments him by reacting violently against the evil side that he

allows to direct these actions. The appearance of Banquo's ghost

accentuates his self-enforced estrangement from the moral forces that

order nature, and Macbeth's self-deception concerning the fundamental

cause of his troubles grants him more an affinity with the pitiable Richard

II than with the completely unredeemable Richard III.

Since the tragic action is born largely of Macbeth himself. Its

pace quickens as his self-delusion intensifies. One of the play's most

striking effects. Indeed, is the celerity with which Its events lead to the

hero's destruction. His conscious thoughts, as noted in regard to his last

remarks before Banquo's murder, continue towards the end of the play to

reflect In an Inverted manner his thoughts and actions at the beginning.

When he meets the Weird Sisters again, he does so not by chance, as

happened on the heath In Act One, but by actively seeking them; In essence,

he deliberately compels himself towards evil. Moreover, since

Shakespeare makes a point of showing that only Macbeth sees the witches,

it seems most likely that on this occasion they, like the bloody dagger and

Banquo's ghost, are his own Imaginative visualizations. He hears from

them a second set of three prophecies, and whereas those of Act One Jar

his guilty conscience and bring to the surface of his mind the conflicts

between it and his ambition, this new set results in a fierce determination

to act without thought. Hearing that Macduff has fled beyond his reach, he

resolves:
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Time, thou Qnticipafst my dreod exploits.

The flighty purpose never is o'ertook

Unless the deed go with it. From this moment

The very firstlings of my heart shall be

The firstlings of my hand. And even now

To crown my thoughts with acts, be it thought and done:

The castle of Macduff I will surprise.

Seize upon Fife, give to th' edge o* th' sword

His wife, his babes, and all unfortunate souls

That trace him in his line. No boasting like a fool;

This deed I'll do before this purpose cool (IV.1. 144-54).

After the first meeting with the witches, Macbeth requires the Influence

and urgings of his wife to spur him to action, but now he acts impulsively

and alone to commit a crime which is arguably even more heinous than the

first. Indeed, by the end of Act Four, Macbeth stands perilously close to

losing all sympathy and being forever condemned a villain.

By the end, though, his humanity reveals itself in a faint but

definite glimmer amid the blackness that threatens to strangle his soul.

When news of the encroaching English army comes to him, he reacts thus:

I have lived long enough. My way of life

Is fairn into the sear, the yellow leaf,

And that which should accompany old age.

As honor, love, obedience, troops of friends,

I must not look to have; but. In their stead.

Curses not loud but deep, mouth-honor, breath.

Which the poor heart would fain deny, and dare not

(V.iii.22-28).

This way of meditating on life likens him once again to other tragic

heroes. Of course, his concern of the moment being the Imminent battle,

his thoughts almost immediately snap back to the present as he responds

to the disclosure with a grim defiance: "I'll fight till from my bones my

flesh be hacked" (V.111.31). Richard III might have made the same remark,

but throughout this tragedy, Macbeth is a man of action only apparently.
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His inner self contains all the characteristics that typify Richard II,

Hamlet, and other Shakespearean heroes: a poetic and tremendously

powerful Imagination, a way of deluding himself in regard to the nature of

his world and the amount of control he can wield over the consequences of

his actions within it, a profound sense of isolation, and above all a weary

passivity in the way he considers the worthlessness of mortal life:

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day

To the last syllable of recorded time.

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!

Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage

And then is heard no more. It is a tale

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury

Signifying nothing (V.v.19-28).

When Richard II wishes to be "eased / With being nothing" (Richard II :

V.v.40-41), he refers mainly to his personal circumstances. The "nothing"

concluding Macbeth's last soliloquy, however, suggests a much wider

frame of reference. Although it has been apparent for some time that

Macbeth longs for the peace that death can bring, his final remarks here

also Indicate a meditation on a universal level, a vision of mortal life

passing through time without a backward glance on any of its actions and

events.

In the end, then, the audience sees much more in Macbeth that the

"dead butcher" (V.v111.69) referred to by the victorious Malcolm. Society as

a whole benefits from the removal of a ruthless tyrant, but the

implications of Macbeth's tragic end also leave something of a sobering

effect upon humanity. He provokes a different reaction than does a hero
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such as Hamlet, for he inspires amazement rather than admiration, a sense

of awe at the larger-than-life character whose power and energy indeed

seem too great for existence within society, being instead of "th" olden

time, / Ere humane statute purged the gentle weal" (III. iv.75-76). There is

nothing mediocre about Macbeth; if the great evil within him brings about

his violent destruction, the great good creates the tragic effect of wasted

potential, and these qualities together epitomize possibilities of human

nature that are at once frightening and magnificent.





CONCLUSION

This work concerns Itself chiefly with Shakespeare's tragic

vision In the way that the tragic hero functions as a medium through which

the dramatist presents Its significance to human existence. It addresses

the relation of the hero to his society and to the universe as a whole and

closely examines his character, which stands at odds not only with Its

surroundings but also with Itself. In order to apprehend a tragedy's

implications for human nature on a larger scale than that of the Individual

depicted in each tragedy, one must understand the context within which

Shakespeare sets his tragedies, the natural order of the Renaissance ethos

which the hero affronts with his actions that Impose evil upon It. This

order prevails in all the plays discussed in this thesis, history and

tragedy, the essential difference being that a tragedy focuses much more

upon the individual contained in it and subdued by it. Such variation of

perspective plays an important role In distinguishing history and tragedy;

as the degree of concentration on the inner being of the hero intensifies,

the audience's awareness of a larger society diminishes as it directs Its

attention towards his tragedy. An audience Judges a true tragic hero much

more on the basis of the portrayal of his inner self than the depiction of

his actions. One very important factor Identifying Macbeth as more a

tragedy and less a history than Richard III Is certainly the fact that

Shakespeare instills within the audience, in addition to Its consciousness

of the hero's evil deeds, an awareness of his suffering soul and of his

conscience that struggles beneath the oppressive weight of the evil that

would destroy it. Richard II shows the Influence of both perspectives; It

is a history play with a distinctly tragic character as Its central figure.

Of all the plays Included In this study, Hamlet . In which Interest In the

hero virtually obliterates concern for events outside of his
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sttuotlon. Is most purely o tragedy. However great the diversity In

character, situation, and plot In each of these tragedies, It has been

demonstrated that each hero In his own way embodies Shakespeare's tragic

vision and that, In most fully-developed form, each In his Individual

predicament, conflict, and destruction extends beyond his dramatic

context as he reflects the tragic fact of humanity's 'being In tlme."^

Within the order that governs the universe and keeps It In

balance, man occupies a unique position. Neither angel nor beast, he

nevertheless possesses qualities characteristic of both, which, when

present In extreme or excessive form or amount, conflict violently with

one another. In both of the mature tragedies examined here, Hamlet and

Macbeth, the hero's Inner torment and suffering that result from such a

conflict prove major ellcltors of the audience's sympathy for him. The

hero's great breadth of potential also places him In opposition to forces

from without, for the natural order cannot tolerate a disruption brought

about by the actions of certain Individuals within It. Once the hero's

actions pose a great enough threat to the order, It always reasserts Itself

against him. From his own disproportionate perspective, though, an

Individual of great capactly considers himself more powerful and more

capable of effective action, action through which he obtains his objectives

and yet the consequences of which he can control, than Is really true.

Men's situation often compels him to act, but because of this

mlsperceptlon, the effects of his actions often run counter to his

expectations or hopes as well as upset the order around him. "That men

may start a course of events but can neither calculate nor control it,"

remarks Bradley, "is a tragic fact.'^
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The fates of Individuals whose actions oppose the natural order

confirm "the conduclveness of an unbalanced world order to tragedy."^

The various misperceptlons harbored by these heroes In regard to their

world results in their disruption of the order on all levels. With just one

of his errors, the seizing of Bollngbroke's Inheritance, Richard II

encroaches upon the cosmic order by violating heaven's regulation of time

and succession. At the same time he commits a political blunder, a social

offense, and an affront against the moral order operating within the

conscience of human nature. Macbeth's murder of Duncan represents the

same series of offenses In a way more pronounced and horrible. Hamlet's

degeneration into evil conflicts most obviously with the cosmic and moral

aspects of the order and more implicitly with the social and political

world around him. In no case is the Individual marked for a tragic end

until he deems himself so; there exists no necessity for the natural order

to rectify Itself unless It is disrupted by Individuals within it.

In what terms, then, can this order be defined? Certainly It is

not the all-controlling hand of a power called Providence or Fate. Such a.

conception renders the hero's character and actions irrelevant to the

determination of his destiny, and it is hoped by this point that such a

possibility has been disproven. The directing force of the universe in

Shakespeare's tragedies is one that does not assert Itself without threat

or provocation. It Is not a judgemental force, distributing an Aristotelian

form of poetic justice; a character such as Bollngbroke could not escape

retribution If such were the case. Frye's view of Bollngbroke's rise to

power gives some sense of the forces at work in the world of

Shakespeare's tragedies:
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Bollngbroke's real success )les In, so to speak, the nature

of nature. Richard is the natural head of state, but he has

not done a ruler's work, and society's need for a center of

order throws up a natural force in the form of Boling-

broke. One does not feel either that Bolingbroke Is a

pawn of circumstances or that he Is consumed by personal

ambition: one feels that he is part of a process too much

In accord with nature to be described even by such a

mysterious term as fate.'^

A history such as Richard III conveys a real sense of a divine power

directing its outcome, but in Richard II . as Frye notes, Bollngbroke's rise

seems more a noiuroJ consequence of Richard's fall, a fall determined not

by Providence but by Richard himself. The power behind the world order

of these tragedies, then, exists to insure the order's perpetuity. "If

existence in an order depends on good, " states Bradley, " and If the

presence of evil is hostile to such existence, the Inner being or soul of

this order must be akin to good."^ Indeed, the world order of

Shakespearean tragedy Inclines towards good, accommodating the

potential for evil present In all men but asserting itself once man

translates conceptual evil Into evil enacted.

What, then, of the tragic hero within this order? What renders

necessary his expulsion from it? His destruction originates within his

character; the conflict between its good and evil aspects torments his

entire being. External circumstances with which the hero Is confronted

also contribute to his tragedy because his reactions to the circumstances

often produce consequences which the natural order will not tolerate. It

has already been remarked that Richard ll's abuses of his power result In a

situation favorable to Bolingbroke and that Richard's handling of the

situation assures Bollngbroke's success and his own tragic end. In Hamlet .
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circumstances of tragic potential orise without the hero's knowledge or

Influence, but this tragedy Is olso one of choracter. Hamlet's Inobllity to

effectively assume the role of revenger eventually turns him Into a villain

of most pernicious intent. It Is important to remember, though, that the

great nobility of his character at last raises him above the wickedness

into which he fell. Macbeth also depicts a combination of character and

circumstance that results in tragedy. Mocbeth's weakness of will results

in his ambition's suppression of all his better qualities and his action

according to motives most evil and most conducive to unnatural results.

In all of these plays the actions producing the sequence of events that

conclude in tragedy are Indeed "acts or omissions thoroughly expressive of

the doer,—characteristic deeds."^

These "characteristic deeds" always manifest the greatness of

the tragic hero, who possesses potential for extraordinary good, evil.

Intellect, passion, or other qualities of human nature always present but

not usually so In such extreme form. Such qualities Incite In the audience

a response of corresponding extremity; this reaction can assume the form

of greet odmlratlon, owe, reverence, terror, or compassion. The greatness

of the hero, in whatever guise it appears, and the audience's sense of

regret at the world's loss of it constitute port of the overall tragic effect.

Such an effect, among many others, separates tragedy and history. Richard

III Impresses audiences with his seemingly preternatural capacity for

evil, but since the play addresses the fate of England much more than that

of Richard himself, no one experiences even a modicum of regret at his

demise. The deposition and death of Richard 11 Indeed stir pity and regret

over what might have been had Richard's character been otherwise, but It
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CQnnot be sold thot Rlcherd os hero leaves the eudlence breathless In view

of his greatness In a particular capacity. The hero's greatness and the

audience's regret exist at once only In Shakespeare's mature tragedies and

have been considered and explicated here regarding the effects of Hamlet

and Macbeth . In these tragedies, the actions of the hero In one way or

another defy the natural order, thus causing It to work against him. This

thesis refers at several points to events having passed beyond the hero's

control or to a certain action of the hero fixing the Inevitability of a

tragic end. Such Instances signify the exertion of control by a larger force

over the Individual whose 'characteristic deeds' disrupt the balanced

order that It maintains In the universe.

It Is evident, then, that this order Is latent until roused, that It

does not determine a tragic end for an Individual until he has first fixed

one for himself. Each hero Internalizes the tragic vision and applies It to

his perception of life, sensing something of the Inevitability of his own

destruction and thus fixing this thoughts upon death. When Richard II

perceives the present direction of events upon his return from Ireland, he

shows no defiance of them and directs his attention and Imagination to the

outcome he foresees:

Our lands, our lives, and ell are Bollngbroke's,

And nothing can we call our own but death

And that small model of the barren earth

Which serves as paste and cover to our bones

(111.11.145-54).

The resignation to the present course of events displayed here by Richard

also occurs In Hamlet's attitude at the end of his play. His decidedly

melancholy temperament Inclines his thoughts towards death throughout
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the play, but his expression near the conclusion that "There's a divinity

that shapes our ends. / Rough-hew thenfi how we will" (V.ll.lO-ll)

Indicates a profound alteration of the sentiments behind his previous

actions, the conviction that he alone should be a shaper of events. Unlike

Richard II and Hannlet, Macbeth exhibits none of this overt resignation to

any perceived fate. However, he displays most evidently of all a sense of

the insignificance of human life within the scheme of time, and his

exclamations betray his Innate consciousness of life's "one-directional

quality."^ After Banquo's murder he observes: "I am in blood / Stepped in

so far that, should I wade no more, / Returning were as tedious as to go

o'er" (lll.iv.I36-38). In his last famous speech he refers to life as "a poor

player / That struts and frets his hour upon the stage / And then Is heard

no more" (V.v.24-26), a sentiment which calls to mind Richard ll's

visualization of himself as king acting a role onstage. Macbeth's

expressions, as noted In the previous chapter, encompass "a much wider

frame of reference"^ beyond the self-absorbed musings of Richard II. In

the great tragedies, the tragedy of each hero Is the tragedy of all mankind,

mankind which Is noble, admirable, and beautiful, as Hamlet remarks, but

also, and ultimately, due to the paradox of the context within which his

nature of Infinite possibility must exist, only the "quintessence of dust."

"Tragedy," explains Frye, "shows us the impact of heroic energy

on the human sltuatiorr. The heroic Is normally destroyed In the conflict,

and the human situation goes on surviving."^ The mediocrity of the "human

situation" that outlasts the "heroic" In these tragedies carries with It the

promise of regeneration in a society that will surely prosper from the

removal of the tragic hero whose actions in the world affront Its natural
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order. Humonity accepts the necessity of such expulsion; none of these

tragedies impresses the audience with a sense of the hero's fate being

unjust, for the blame for each hero's deeds rests with him alone. Even so,

the effects of tragedy leave an audience contemplating not only the play

but also that play's implications for its own condition, Why does

greatness of character carry with it such self-destructive potential?

Why, when presented with certain circumstances, does human nature fall

into the evil that brings about its ruin, to the waste of its great

possibilities? At this point one arrives back at Bradley's question

concerning human nature preying upon itself^ "^ and, with the experience of

these tragedies in mind, considers his answer: "We seem to have before us

a type of the mystery of the whole world, the tragic fact which extends

far beyond the limits of tragedy."^ ^ Indeed, the self-inflicted fates of

these tragic heroes touch anyone experiencing life in the "human situation"

that recognizes such possibilities within himself.

Alfred Harbage poses this fundamental question: "Why is there

evil for men to do?" and immediately replies that "there can be no answer

.... Evil may be recognized, loathed, and combated without being

understood." '2 The world inhabited by men Is a fallen one because man is

a fallen creature. Evil exists within him and manifests itself in his

actions. The natural order purges evil from it in order to survive for the

benefit of humanity; the tragic aspects of this process appear when the

destruction of evil also entails the destruction of much other great

potential and when it becomes apparent that man himself determines his

own tragic end. One reaches such conclusions, though, only to discover a

new series of questions issuing from them, questions that address man's
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existence in the world and also, to a greater degree of significance, the

world existing within men. An analysis of Shakespeare's tragic view as

embodied by his tragic heroes identifies the dilemma of man and explains

Its effects upon his condition, but ultimately the answer to the question

of its very being lies not in dramatic characters but in knowledge of the

soul of humanity that inspired their creation.
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Introduction

1 A.C. Bradley, y^hakesoearean Traoedu. originally published 1904

(London: Mocmillan & Co., 1952), p. 23.

Richard II: A Tragedy within a History Play
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William Shakesp p^^r*^
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p. 553.
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5 Northrop Fry©, Fools of Time (University of Toronto Press,

1967), p. 36.
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Hamlet: The Revenger as Tragic Hero
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2 Fredson T. Bowers, Elizabethan Reveng e Trqqe<lu_(PnncetQn:

Princeton University Press, 1940), pp. 39-40.

^Bradley, pp. 109-10.

^ T.S. Eliot, "Hamlet and his Problems," in Discussions of Hamlet,

ed. J.C. Levenson ( Boston: D.C. Heath & Co., 1960), p. 49.

^Ibid, p. 49.

^ Sewell, p. 57.

^ Thomas Kyd, The Spanish Traoedu. ed. Andrew S. Cairncross

(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1967) ll.v.57-59.
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Cyril Tourneur, The Revenger's Traoedu. ed. Lawrence J. Ross

(Lincoln: University of Nebrasl<a Press, 1966) lll.v.18-19.

^ E.E. Stoll, "Hamlet's Fault," Levenson, p. 42.
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^2 Samuel Johnson, "Notes on Hamlet." Levenson, p. 6.
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^ Bradley, p. 332.

2 Ibid, p. 349.

^ Ibid, pp. 33ff.

^ Kittredge edition, note on p. 10.

5 Ibid, pp. 352-53.

^ Frye, p. 3.
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Concluston

' Frye, p. 3.

^ Bradley, p. 15.

^ See p. 57.

^ Frye, p. 22.

^ Bradley, p. 35.

^ Ibid. p. 12.

'^
Frye, p. 3.
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^ Frye, p. 5.
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